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COPY TREASURY CHAMBERS
Great George Street,
London, S.W.l.

4th June 1951

Dear Mr. Black,

You left with me a memorandum entitled "Reflections on Non-Dollar
Lending by the I.B.R.D." and asked for our observations on it.

2. I am sure that in the light of our recent conversations you
do not intend this memorandum as a request for further releases in the
near future from our 18 per cent sterling. We are hoping that the E 5
millions, which the Bank is raising on the London market, will take care
of its sterling needs for some time to come. I know that you appreciate
that in these difficult times of rearmament and worsening terms of trade
our capacity to export capital through any channel is severely restricted
and even the I 5 millions issue is in these circumstances not easy to
defend. When the 1 5 millions is conitted you will, no doubt, wish to
raise the question of obtaining further sterling from the 18 per cent oF
otherwise, and we shall consider any such request as sympathetically as
we can in the circumstances then existing. I am, however, a little
doubtful of the usefulness of seeking to establish in advance theoretical
principles on which such consideration by us would be based, since the
basis for such theorising is extremely unstable. In the end we come back
to some kind of judgment, inevitably coloured by short-term considerations,
of the total amount of credit and investment which the U.K. can afford, how
it is to be distributed, and the amount of this which can in practice be
put through I.B.R.D.

3. We have no quarrel with the theme of paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 of
the memorandum, that the Bank's operations (and in particular its ability
to lend dollars) would be enhanced if a significant part of its lending
could be made in non-dollar currencies. We agree that the international
character of the Bank should, as far as possible, be maintained in every
aspect and 20 per cent non-dollar lending as a desideratum appears modest
enough. It would, however, be unfortunate if the formulation of such a
desideratum led the pre-eminently creditor countries to limit I.B.R.D. use
of their currencies so as to preserve at all times an arbitrary ratio be-
tween lending in various currencies. Apart from other considerations some
countries, like the U.K., may be making a considerable contribution to do-
velopment through other channels from which investment and credit cannot
be diverted for historical and other reasons. This point is glanced at in
paragraph 2 of the memorandum, but there is no specific mention there of
loans which members of the sterling area and, in particular, the U.K. Col-
onies raise on the London market. We would not wish to deprive the London
market of this business or deprive these countries of a traditional and
cheap source of finance. In considering, however, the proportion of any
dollar contribution which I.B.R.D. may make, e.g. to the development of
U.K. Colonies, this direct contribution by the U.K. should be taken into
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account. And, of course, I.B.R.D. is designed to supplement and not by
competition to displace normal borrowing facilities.

4. The memorandum mentions one or two factors that might be re-
garded as lightening the burden of unrequited exports arising out of I.B.R.D.
use of non-dollar currencies. Thus in paragraph 4 of the memorandum re-
ference is made to the fact that non-dollar countries, and in particular the
U.K., derive benefit from the fact that some 10%-15% of I.B.R.D. dollar
loans are used for off-shore purchases. Such dollar receipts for exports
are welcome, but the fact that some exports are paid for in I.B.R.D. dol-
lars does not enable the exporting country then to afford further unrequited
exports. A mere change in the currency of a receipt does not add to the
capital-exporting capacity of the recipient. It is the overall balance of
payments position to which regard must be had. Indeed, this point is re-
cognised in paragraph 1 and Conclusion 2 of the memorandum.

5. It is suggested in paragraph 3 of the memorandum that the eco-
nomic burden of releases of sterling to I.B.R.D. varies considerably ac-
cording to the countries in which the sterling is to be exported: and in
particular that sterling lent for use in another E.P.U. country involves
a smaller economic burden on the U.K. than in other cases. This may some-
times be true, but it must be remembered that the E.P.U. situation may alter
significantly in quite a short period: and it would be unwise to base con-
clusions on the assumption that the U.K. will necessarily remain in surplus
with the Union.

6. Before coming to detailed consideration of the arguments in para-
graph 3 of the memorandum, I would like to stress some preliminary but im-
portant points. It cannot be assumed, as is sometimes done, that exports
from the U.K. to E.P.U. countries on an I.B.R.D. sterling loan would nece-
ssarily be in substitution for other experts going from the U.K. to E.P.U.
countries: they might well be additional exports to such countries, i.e.
exports that could, and but for the I.B.R.D. loan would, have gone elsewhere
and been paid for in the ordinary way. It would in these circumstances be
not a question of substituting 100% credit for 50% credit and 50% gold, but
for 100% cash. I need hardly say that in present circumstances we would be
unwilling to contemplate any special additions to the amount of credit we
already give to Europe through L.P.U. or to add in any way to Europe's
ability to attract U.K. exports which are needed elsewhere - often to help
in keeping down mounting sterling balances.

7. It is not open to doubt that sterling lent by I.B.R.D. for use
in E.P.U. countries need not inevitably impose an immediate physical burden
on the U.K.: but this would only be true if the sterling was retained and
not spent by the second country receiving it. It is, however, perhaps worth
looking at the *sence of the transaction. Sterling lent by I.B.R.D. is
generally repayable only over a long period, perhaps 15-20 years; and it is
through these repayments that relief comes to the U.K. economy for any burden
assumed on the release from the 18%. In return for this long-term relief,
the U.K. would forfeit an immediate 50% in gold and 50% short-term credit
to the Union. Apart from the gold receipt, which comes in useful in
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enabling us to acquire imports from the dollar area, the essential differ-
ence between the I.B.R.D. and the L.P.U. operations is that the former is

long-term, and the latter callable at any time in the sense that the credit
decreases or is extinguished if we incur monthly deficits with the Union.
Further, in the event of liquidation of the Union, we should expect some

part at least of the outstanding credit to be converted into gold; at worst,
only a part would be transferred into bilateral funding arrangements. While
we are willing, and indeed anxious, that N.P.U. countries with sterling
balances should draw on them to settle E.P.U. deficits, we would not wish

to go out of our way to put fresh sterling (e.g. from I.B.R.D. at the dis-

posal of L.P.U. countries. Indeed, any action we take is bound to be in
the opposite direction, namely to redued by current account methods (i.e.
by an increase in imports or a decrease in exports) the amount of credit we
are already giving to Europe.

8. To sum up. I agree that the position of the country in which, as

well as the country by which, any sterling released by I.B.R.D. is to be

spent may be relevant to an assessment of the economic burden on the U.K.

and consequently of the amount which we can afford to release at any time.
But this is not the only factor to be taken into account: the pattern of

sterling credit and the ultimate, as well as the immediate, effects on the

U.K. have to be considered. In present circumstances we shall be ready to
modify our normal attitude that sterling releases are for expenditure in the

United Kingdom (as we have already done in the case of Iceland) and in parti-
cular to favour uses in countries which need sterling. But we must also have

regard to our relations with the borrowing country and I fear that the sug-

gestion in Conclusion (v) of the memorandum would not enable us to do this.

Yours sincerely,

(signed)

Herbert Brittain



Sir Ernest Rowe-Dutton June 8, 1951

Paul N. Rosonstein-Rodan

Non-dollar eading

I am most grateful for your comments and I am quite sure that
my reflections were only a first approach, primarily designed to show
that European countries cannot afford yet to be capital exporters on
a large scale.

1. The application of the theory of the "multiplier" naturally re-
quires many qualifications. I do not think, however, that the quali-
fications are so many that it ceases to have any real validity.

(a) Substiutjo

The burden of releasing 18% funds is measured by the net increase
in foreign lending. I pointed out therefore (paragraphs 2, 8 and 9 VI)
that not the whole of the 18% releases need be considered as a net in-
crease in unrequited exports. gM of the releases will replace credits
which would otherwise have been granted. To the extent, however, that
the 18% released increase total net lending from the U.K., this increase
creates problems which can best be analysed by the multiplier theory.

(b) S lles

Speaking of substitutions it may be noted that three different sub-
stitutions are involved in this fields

(i) substituting 18% for credits which would other-
wise have been granted,

(ii) substituting exports to one country for exports
to other countries (Syria instead of Australia).
In this case, unrequited imports may arise and
they are not dealt with in my reflections, and

(iii) substituting bond purchases for purchases of -
goods (equal to savings) (see your point 2).

(0) L;d&aMMI

An increase in unrequited exports will create an increase in demand
for imports. This theoretical increase can be more or less adequately

measured ... /



Sir Ernest Rowe-Dutton - 2 - une 8, 1951

measured by the multiplier theory. I am fully aware that not the
whole increase in demand for imports in the U.K. will be satisfied.
Part of it will be frustrated and substituted by other available

goods (services, etc.). To the extent that this takes place, how-

ever, substitution is the symptom of an increased inflationary pressure
caused by unrequited exports. It is up to the U.K. authorities to de-
cide whether and to what degree increased inflationary pressure should
be met by increased imports or allowed to subsist in the economy. I
submit, however, that one good way of illustrating the burden of the
inflationary pressure is to measure it by the amount of additional im-

ports which would be required to solve it.

At each step of income creation due to the operation of the multi-

plier, the tax collector steps in. This most important effect has been

fully taken into account in the ais of the multiplier in the U.K. I
assumsd for the U.K. that out of every 100 pounds of new income created,

(a) 40% will be either taxed or saved (this is with the exception of

Norway, the highest proportion anywhere in the world), (b) 30% will be

imported (or will exercise the typical distortion due to additional in-

flationary pressure), and () 30% will be consumed in the form of

domestic goods. It is an that assemption only that the multiplier is

1.5 (or more precisely, 1.43). If taxation and savings absorbed only

20% of the income, the multiplier would be 2 instead of 1.5. If taxation

only absorbed 10%, the multiplier would -* 2.5, etc. etc. The leakages
due to taxation are thus fully taken into account while the leakages due

to involuntary saving, ist waiting for opportunities to spend, are not

likely to cause variations in the multiplier of more than 10 to 15%.

2. Sourgen of Mner

My conclusions are in essence based on the effects of an 18% release.

Admittedly, a bond issue presents different problems which were not con-

sidered in my conclusions. If buying bonds represents a not increase in

savings (your example of buying bonds instead of a car), no multiplier
effect would arise at all.

3. I3RD Dollar Leans aw EMxWedits

I do not think that our past experience in offshore purcbases is an

adequate basis for the forecast of future offshore purchases. Before

1949, availabilities in the market were such that the United States prac-
tically supplied the bulk of them. There is no doubt that this situation

has changed considerably. Both the availability and the competitiveness

of sterling supplies have increased very considerably. With gained ex-

perience, the Bank may also insist more successfully that all its loans

be "untied." Without taking the South African loan into account, which

admittedly has exceptional features, I think that in the future offshore

purchases .,/



Sir Ernest Roe-Dutton - 3 - June 8, 1951

purchase* of the Bank's loans m amount to 20 to 25% out of which 10
to 15% will be spent in the sterling area. Incidentally, local currency
loans which the Bank will grant are one of the reasons why I assume that
the proportion of offshore purchases will increase.

4. Possible Borwers

I do not think that the EPU provides all the pounds Europe needs.
EPU only provides short-term capital while som of the EPU member countries
might easily require long-term capital. IBRfD's loans would thus provide
long-term funds to some European countries which would not otherwise be
provided by the EP,!, although payments resulting from such long-term credits
would naturally go through the EPU mechanism. The distinction between (a)
and (b) in my paragraph 3 is important in that connection because the bur-
den on the U.K. involved in any net increase in credit given for those
cases is substantially different.

As far as the members of the sterling area are concerned, I take it
that all of them with the exception of Iceland have substantial sterling
balances. Even so, however, some of them may consider their sterling
balances (over and above the working balances) as a seven, eight or ten
year's credit and might be willing with some good reason to contract debts
for twenty years while keeping their ten year assets. The contrast here
is not as great as in the case of short-term credits involved in the EPU
countries but the same principle may still apply: it makes good ec oomic
sense to take 10,000 pounds mortgage on a house even if oae has 3 or 4,000
pounds balance on one' s current account.

The potential sterling borrowers would be therefore (a) the EPU
countries, (b) some members of the sterling area, and (a) some other
countries whose dollar creditworthiness is more limited than their pound
creditworthiness.

Countries whose sterling balances are excessive should be expected
to use the excess part of their reserves in long-term investment. In
their case, there is no need for 18% loan.

PNRR/js

cc: LB Rist, Files



May 31st, 1951

M!MORANDUM TO: Dr. Paul Rosenstein-Rodan

FROC: Sir Ernest Rowe-Dutton

SUBJECT: Non-Dollar Lending

Mr. Black has shown me a copy of your "Reflections on non-dollar

lendings by the Bank"; this is going to be so important a subject that

I should like to offer a few personal comments.

1. I am frankly suspicious of the theory of the "multiplier" (your

footnote on page 1.) I do not know on how recent an expositio* of this

theory you are working; but - in the U.K. at least - I wonder whether so

many qualifications may not be needed that it ceases to have any real

validity. I see various major practical qualifications: -

(a) Substitution

It is very probable that if more is lent via the I.B.R.D.,

less will be lent through other channels. The Capital Issues Committee

is quite capable of adjusting its attitude on foreign lending, and works

in the closest contact with the Treasury on this particular aspect. While

I would not go so far as to say that the amount of the total contribution

(your para. 2) of the U.K. is fixed, there is a real aspect of competition

for places, and some beneficiaries are ruled out. A variant of this is

the possibility that some short-term credit will be "killed" 
by the issue

of the I.B.R.D. sterling funds to a borrower. I should expect purchases

made by such a borrower to need less short term credit to help out the pro-

duction process than purchases made in the normal way,

(b) Supplies

At present, the whole of the "contribution" of the U.K.

is limited by the possibility of spending the money made available. Here

again there is competition; and a loan of sterling made 
by the I.B.R.D.

may, if spent, result in some other sterling remaining unspent. Suppose

the U.K. has 50 bulldosers available, which might be sent to Canada,
Australia, South Africa or (via I.B.R.D.) to Syria. The effect is very

different in each case. Diversion to Syria may mean a# unrequited import

into the U.K. of equal value. How does the theory of the multiplier deal

with unrequited imports?

(c) LeakSges

The whole theory seems to me to assume a degree of free-

dom to import which is less than realistic. In the U.K. at least, the

volume of imports is dietated much more - though not entirely - by what we

can .0./
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can afford than by what people would like. There is of course no doubt
that inflationary pressure is created, and on some multiplier theory.
But the point is whether the theoretical import demand may not be frus-
trated, and if so what happens? There is, I imagine, a temporary rise
in the level of the water behind the dam, but some of this leaks away;
e.g. more may be spent on services (amusements etc.), which generates (or
rather changes) new incomes. But at each change, the tax-collector steps
jL. The leakages in this way, and in involuntary saving, i.e. waiting
for opportunities to spend, may be considerable.

I suggest to you, therefore, that the whole theory of the multiplier
is qualified by "other things being equal" - and that this qualification
may be very important.

2. The Source of the Money

Does your Memo distinguish adequately between funds already
existing in the hands of non-residents, and those placed in non-resident
hands by, e.g. an I.B.R.D. issue in London (or for that matter any other
foreign loan) subez-bed b the public?

Suppose I have a bank balance of 100O, and instead of buying
a car, forego that purchase and invest E1000 in I.B.R.D. Stock. Then some
foreigner or other buys the car, and some equivalent bit of plant. Why
does that transaction involve a multiplier?

3. IBRD, Dollar Loans and Sterling xpenditure

I just don't follow your figures in para. 6 suggesting that
an I.B.R.D. Loan of $100 million "would presumably result in $15 million
worth of offshore purchases in the Z area." The facts are that out of
$678.8 million actually disbursed to 15 May, 1951, by the I.B.R.D., off-
shore purchases have been as follows:

S illion

Belgian francs 23.4
Canadian $ 26.3
Swiss francs 11.3
Z sterling 4.3
Others

Purchases in U.S. $ 611.2
Total 678.8

On past experience therefore, a dollar loan of $100 million by the
I.B.R.D. will result in little over $500,000 being spent in the V area -
not $15 million. Or have I misunderstood you?

(Note. ... /
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(Note. The South African loan will change these figures. But the
circumstances are so peculiar that it must be omitted from the calcu-
lations in your paper).

4. Possible Borrowers

Is your para. 3 put in the most effective way? I find it a
little difficult to say _wh. I.B.R.D. should lend to Europe for purchases
in the U,K. Does not E.P.U. provide all the E europe needs? Or if not,
is their creditworthiness allowing I.B.R.D. to land more? I suggest that
a more fruitful division would be to exclude altogether from potential
borrowers of sterling from I.B.R.D. -

(a) Members of Sterling area
(b) Holders of substantial sterling balances
(c) Dollar-worthy borrowers
(d) Non-members of I.B.R.D.

The resulting number of potential sterling borrowers is pretty small,
and it would be really interesting to work out what countries are likely
borrowers and for how much. On the other hand, your analysis would cer-

tainly be applicable to countries other than the U.K. - e.g. Sweden or

Belgium or Canada, when the cross-currents set out at (a) and (b) just
above are much less important.

As I said above, these are personal comments; but the subject is very

important, and I am not sure if you have said the last word. Would you
like to dictate your coments, and let us see if there is anything left of

my criticisms which could merit discussion?

Sir ERD-D*jw
copied June 12/51/Js
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April 30, 1961

Mr. Isaiah Frank
The Presldent's Materials Poliey Commission
1740 G Street N.W.
ashington, D. C.

Dear Mr. PAynk,

Pursuant to our discussion of frIdAy last,
I wm sending you herewith for your Information

(1) an internal oonfidential memorandum, dated
aroh 16 1950, relating to a proposed

Internatonal Development Corporation
(Equity sorporation), which was referred to
by Mr, Rikesell.

(2) Copy of a oonfidential letter, dated November
2, 1950, from Mr. ene Blaok to Mr. Gordon
GrhW, relating to the main proposali of the
Gordon Gray Comittes,

(3) Coy of'& umwrand=m dated Janua"y 15, 1981,
from Hr. Euene Blau to the United States
ExtoutivoDAsr relating to the problems
of develapment lending,,

(4) Oopy of a eonfidential tamorandt dated April
S, 1951, relating to a request by Mr. 0. H.
Bonosteel for our estimtes of a reonable
dollar borrowing program for develomnt pvasw
poses for the underdeveloped ountres.

I will send to you tomorrow morning the oommodity
studies whiah are suffieintl reent to be of some
interest, We have dliberate left out the studios on



LoB, Rst to Mr, 1, Frank - 4/aG/51 0,

foodstuffs suah as offee, t" cocoa, OIls and fats'
sinOe you were not Interested in foodstuff. Some
of these studies will be in draft form * we asouma
that the fact that they are not in fina oaps ill
not affect their usefulness for your purpose.

You will notie also that most of the time
these studies will not answer Your question as to
where an additional investment woula be the most use*
ful, But I feel that we aould be of aesistance in
answeri this question, at least on individual items,
and Dr. tbrt de Vries, head of our Resouroes staff,
will be rea to assist you if you have some speiftti
queties in t connection. would Uke to point out,
however that he is ing to be awa from Washington
during the month of Jun;.

Looking forward to further disoussions with
you, I remain, dear Nr. Frank,

Yours sincerely,

Leonard B. Riot,
Director, Eonomlo Department

4 enel.
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Rip, JaMnA7 23, 191.
Agricultarm in the Dolgisa COUP,#uy 5 14
Jut* and the Protspe for tV. Marketing of Indian ube ad :at Produats

in the Uaited States, Kuwh 18, 1949.
The ffeti of Devaluation on RaW Material Pries, Denmber 21, 1949.
Current Rubber SituatI* and Prbleass, Karek 22, 1951 (prelimi*sy draft).

Hides and Skin., April 30, 1951 (preliainay draft).
Prospects for iddile lust Cotton, April 26, 1951.

The World Copper Outloek and Its Prebable Ipaet on Chilean Copper Rqprta,

Janry 23, 1950,
Current Developments in the Cam u Petrlema Isdsstry, March 30, 1949.
World Trade in Oil, Avujst 15, 1950.
World Oepper Us1.aee Sheet, Axost 16, 1950,
tastera Smispheref s Dollar Marnings Pro* Ti., QOteber 25, 1950.

xxxxxx

Notes Atteehed are lists of studies of 7.A.0. and Other W.rtant

soaro". of c3miodity iWbrqtion.
The a.al report of the Internatioal Cotten Advisory Com-

sittee ahould be dMod to these wewero.
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bw& o1 Ufw, aM. , WsQ.r, 1949.
Di proaustx, Septembr, 19*9*

wool, froh 24, 1950.
lx.A S5rs, My 8, 1910.
;uto, zm* v9, lq950.
Coewa, ;m* 26, 1950.
ortilisom, Augwt 10, 1950.

Positz7 avA Inve, Soptemler 18, 1930.
Graia, NOTWAnIW 20,p 1930s
svgar, Noember 22, 190.
Citr=s yruit, Doomboer, 1930.
ztse, "--- U 5t .

Yats &nA Oil*, m b 29 , 1950 .
Ilet I. Umvestqk, Des"r 29, 1930.

Wev2A Iitr Smovey, Angwat 1947.
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2iat 2 f OfELg. Stids

(1) Report $ ?xtl. Committee Rmport = the Problems of an Wg
SupplieUs, TE (50) 18, Otober 23, 1950.

(2) Report as Situation of the by the Timber Committe,
30(50) 15, November 10,1950.

(3) Report on ML4,r by Chomical Product* Committee CP (50) 20, NoR o.
bor 19, 1950.

(4) Report on Problems GOmmoroing the -upply of Hides and Ski* MP(50) 6,
November 24, 1950.

(5) Report by th. vertical Camitt@eo on the scarcity of raw materials
November 1950, (tizb.r, pulp and aper, textil., natural rubber,
synthetic rubber, hides and skin.

(6) Second report on Raw Materials (and Anex) EC(51)8, March 4, 1951
(rubber, pulp *ad paper, fibers, wol, tiabwr, cotton, hid** sad
skin*).

(7) fteond report by the Soaonmio Committee on Raw Materias - (51)60,
March 5, 195l.



List of Publications fram
Purchasing Oioers Associationa

(a) Tinbr - No. 8

(b) Oil* and fate - No. 9

(a) Wool - No. 11

(4) Cotton - No* 12

(o) Natural fibars - No. 13

(f) Synthetie fibrs - No. 14

g/ Address Wardrobe chamboro, 146a, Queen Victoria Street, London .CG. 4
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Fopm F4. 57
(5-48) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Leonard 3. Rist DATE: April 11, 1951

FROM: Andrew M. Kamac0k
SB ILY AMIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Lening Prograa 3stimates DECLT '' Z

0C 3 0 1"611
WBG ARCHIVES

The attached table brings together all the country
details of the estimates prepared by the Area Sections and
Divisions of the Economic Department on the reasonable
borrowing capacity of the under-developed member countries
of the International Zank. Tie final text describing the
assumptions on which the estimates were based is attached.

The summary of these estimates by region was presented
as shown below. Mr. Hoar, incidentally, also thought that
these regional estimates were all right.

AMK/vhn



Nstimates of a Reasonable Borrowing Program by the Underdeveloped
Member Coqutries of the Bak

(Average annual rate for the five years 1951-52 to 1955-56)

(In millions of dollars or equivalent)

$ Lojns IRED 3kropean Currency
Loans

Latin America 205 7

Middle Bast 35 55

South & Southeast Asia 75 65

Australia & Self-Governing
Africa 105 3

Grog To tal 420 130

Dependent Overseas Territories 100 0



Estimates oi dorrowing and Borrowing Capacity by
International Bank Member Countries from Non-Private Dollar Sources

l951-52 - 5-year period, 1951-52 thru 1955-56
Loans in dollars Estimate of maxi- Estimate of maxi-

Estimated undisbursed & other currencies 1951-52 mwm reasonable mutm reasonable
loans of IBRD and Ex- in sight in current Estimate of peak amount of dollar amount of non-
port-Import Bank on loan negotiations amount of loans loans which could dollar loans IBED
July 1. 1951 or on which negotia- which could be be made during could make in addi-
Ex-Im IBED tions can be reason- made during this five-year tion to dollar loans

(a) (b) ably anticipated 1951- 52 period during this period
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Central America
Mexico 157 26 65 65 179 3L 0
Ouatemala 0 0 0 3 20 1 0
Honduras 0 0 0 5 10 0
El Salvador 0 9 0 15 20 0
Nicaragua 0 0 5 5 15 0
Panama 0 0 0 10 20 ' 0
Cuba 12 0 20 50 75 4 0
Dominican Republic 0 0 0 10 25 0
Costa Rica __2 _0 _ _ 12 : _

Total 169 35 90 166 376 0

South America
Bolivia 9 0 0 - 15 0
Brazil 57 43 50 75 250 0
Chile 5 8 12 25 100 0
Colombia 8 4 16 50 125 0
Ecuador 11 0 0 5 15 5
Paraguay 0 0 0 5 15 5
Peru 21 0 0 15 25 25
UruguWa 3 21 0 - 50 0
Venezuela 5 _ _ -

Total 119 76 78 175 645 35



Page 2

(a) (b)
() ) (2) (3) (4) ()

Middle East
Turkey 6 19 15 30 30
Iran 25 0 25 30 50 50
Iraq 0 12 13 30 20 50
Egypt 0 0 25 20 50 100
Syria 0 0 12 20 10 30
Lebanon 0 0 0 3 15 10
Jordan _ _Q 0 - 0

Total 31 31 7I 118 175 270

South & Southeast Asia
India 0 10 50 50 75 125
Pakistan 0 0 60 60 50 150
Ceylon 0 0 0 25 100 0
Thailand 0 20 0 10 15 20
Indonesia 80 0 0 - 100 0
Philippines 0 0 0 25 0
Burma _ 5 . . 25

Total 80 30 110 145 365 320

Australia 0 69 0 0 200 0

Self-Governing- Africa
South Africa 0 42 0 50 250 0
S. Bhodesia 0 0 0 10 50 0
Ethiopia _Q. 0 -5 .5.

Tolal 0 47 0 65 315 15

GRAD TOTAL 2_882 2 9 2o76 64

Colonies
U.K. African 0 0 30 30 150 0
French African 0 0 0 20 100 0
Belgian African 0 0 0 60 100 0
Malaya 0 0 0 0 0 0
Indo-China 0 0 0 0 0 0
Surinam 0 -0 0 15 _
Total D.O.T.'s 0 0 30 125 365 0

Other Ex-Im Countries 160



CONFIDNTIAL

L CLASSfFIrD
Description of Table !CT 30 M4

A. General WBG ARCHIVES

istimates have been made by the Area Sections of the Economic Depart-
ment of the reasonable dollar borrowing capacity over the five-year period
1951-52 through 1955-56 of the under-developed member countries of the Bank.
Included in this category are under-developed countries which have applied
for membership in the Bank. For the purpose of this paper, "under-developed"
is taken to mean any country outside of Europe with the exception of the
United States and Canada. A separate estimate has been made for the depen-
dent overseas territories of the BankIs European members. (The principal
countries excluded as non-members are Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Argentina,
Israel, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Liberia, and the Portuguese and Spanish
colonies. China has also been omitted for obvious reasons.)

These estimates were built up on a country by country basis by the
area experts of the Bank. No attempt was made to force figures into a
preconceived total. The estimates were derived on the basis of the
following assumptionst

(a) There will be no substantial changes in the international
political situation;

(b) Neither the supply of funds nor the availability of
supplies will be a limiting factor;

(c) The present trend of improvement in preparing programs
and projects will continue;

(d) The United States will maintain continued high levels
of income and there will be a slowly rising demand for
imports above the January-June 1950 level;

(e) Currencies will be neither more nor less convertible
than now;

(f) The rate of foreign private capital investment in each
country will be the same as the present;

(g) The terms of payment of loans will be similar to those
recently extended by the Bank;

(h) In the cases of India and Pakistan, the United States
will make available grants in the amounts currently
contemplated in the preparation of the foreign assis-
tance program for 1951-52 and will continue this form
of aid at approximately the same levels for several
years;



(i) Adequate coordination policies and procedures will be
developed so that the grant, technical assistance and
loan programs will supplement each other and not work
at cross purposes. This involves common understandings
as to objectives and delineation of the roles of par-
ticipating agencies.

(.1) The "reasonable amount of loans" a country could absorb
is defined as:

(1) within its capacity to repay;

(2) within its technical, social, etc. capacity to
absorb;

(3) necessary for its economic development.

Our estimates refer to loan commitments, not loan disbursements.
By "loan commitment" we do not mean in this context a line of credit
authorized for purposes to be specified in the future. We refer to a
commitment for a specific project or program, reasonably worked out.

Our estimates relate to loan commitments made for development
purposes. We have not taken into account loans to provide new strategic
materials production which would be self-liquidating in foreign exchange.
It is impossible for us to make any estimates relating to such loans.

In the case of some countries, their non-dollar capacity to repay
is larger than their dollar capacity to repay. As the Bank has the
possibility of securing non-dollar currencies for lending, an estimate
was made of the magnitude of the additional loans in non-dollar curren-
cies which could be absorbed and utilized profitably for economic
development. These estimates took account of known non-dollar currency
financing plans and were based on the assumption that no great spurt
would take place over current rates or known plans.

On these assumptions, an average annual rate of about $400 million
of development loan commitments in the under-developed countries (as
defined above) would be within the borrower' s capacity to absorb and
repay and could be effectively used in high-priority development pur-
poses. If the dependent overseas territories were included, our figure
would be raised to about $500 million. If Zuropean currencies were
freely available for the leading program, a further increase to about
$600 million would be justified.

The assumptions on which these estimates are based are on the whole
optimistic, but in other respects we have tried to make conservative judg-
ments. If all of the assumptions should prove to be true, the rate of
lending after the next year or two might increase substantially. On the
other hand, we believe that several of the assumptions will turn out to
be unrealistic as applied to 1951-52. We have in mind particularly that
the following obstacles may develop:
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(1) Supply shortages;

(2) Limited availability of luropean currencies;

(3) The possibility that the international political
situation may be worse than that assumed;

(4) Failure of countries to proceed as rapidly as
assumed in preparing properly developed projects
or programs;

(5) Lack of loan applications by some countries, whether
due to improved financial conditions, to domestic
political reasons or other causes;

(6) Iailure to achieve adequate coordination between
national and international grant lending and
technical assis'tance programs.

For background information, in addition to the estimates of reason-
able borrowing capacity over five years, estimates have been made of (1)
the amounts which will still be undisbursed on June 30, 1951 of existing
Ex-Im Bank and IRD loans; (2) of the loans in sight in current negotia-
tions or which can be reasonably estimated will be made in 1951-52; (3)
of the maximus borrowing capacity during the single year 1951-52 alone.
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3. DetailedC ountry Comments

Central America
Mexigo - It is assumed that during 1951-52 Mexico will receive loans of

$60 million Eximbank against the existing line of credit of
$150 million, of which $31 million has already been firmly
committed, and will also receive firm loans of $5 million
from the I3MD consortium loan. It is assumed that the balance
of Eximbank line of credit ($59 million), and of the I3RD
consortium loans ($5 million) will be used during the five-
year period, and that additional IRD loans ($50 million)
will be made assuming that a comprehensive investment program
is prepared.

Nigcgra= - The five-year figure assumes a comprehensive investment
program.

South America
Solivi& - Figure for five-year period is rather unlikely since it

assumes that administrative reforms will follow the report
of the Keenleyside Mission.

Chile - The figures for "reasonable lending" assume adoption of a
satisfactory development program.

Ecv*Adr - It is assumed that there will be a high proportion of TA
grants allocated to Ecuador, with open possibility of
financial grant in special cases.

Paragay - It is assumed that there will be a high proportion of TA
grants allocated to Paraguay, with open possibility of
financial grant in special cases.

Vegsuela - Creditwise, we could lend more, but it is doubtful whether
the Government would desire to borrow more.

Middle East
Turkey - Based on assumption Turkey will be able to refund the short-

term Nport-Import Bank and the Allied military and defense
loans which mature during this period.

Ir.n - Figures for Iran assume a satisfactory arrangement as to oil
reserves.

South and Southeast Asia
Ind - It may be very roughly estimated that grants over a five-year

period at the rate indicated for 1951/52 would improve India's
creditworthiness by roughly $130 million, bringing the estimate
of possible additional lending to around $200 million. This is
in addition to present effective loans amounting to about $60
million.

PSakitag - At present Pakistan's creditworthiness has been assessed at
at least $150 million of which perhaps a third could be in
dollars. With additional grants of the order indicated this
figure might be raised to $200 million over-all with that in
dollars still limited to around $50 million.



(v)

Conylon- External financial assistance required for the Colombo program
(excluding sterling balance releases) has been estimated at
$115 million. Such an amount should be within Ceylon's credit-
worthiness capacity. However, the figure has been reduced to
$100 million on the assumption of a somewhat more favorable
balance of payments position than that included in the Colombo
estimates with the result that external aid requirements will
be somewhat less than the figures in the Colombo Plan.

Thailand - The Bank has assessed Thailand's capacity to service dollar
debt obligations at about $3.5 million per year representing
a dollar creditworthiness evaluation of $35 to $40 million.
It is assumed that the non-dollar borrowing capacity is in
the same order but the country will not be able to absorb
more than one-half of its non-dollar borrowing capacity.
Loans to Thailand now amount to about $25 million.

Indonesia -While Indonesia's service obligations on existing debt may
be expected to reach an equivalent of about $40 million
during the present decade, balance of payments prospects
indicate a capacity to assume additional annual obligations
for debt service. The figure of $100 million is based on
the country's technical, pbysical and social capacity to
absorb additional loans as well as on the creditworthiness
prospects.

Philiimines and Burma - The figures for these two countries are given
as an indication of the possibility that both may be in a
position to absorb and service small loans assuming greater
internal economic and political stability than exists at
present.

Colonies
Malaya - The U.K. has indicated it will meet all external financial

needs of Malaya.

Indo-China - Due principally to the civil war, it is not possible to
make any reasonable estimate at this time.
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April 3, 1951

In connection with the preparation of a United States

foreign assistanoe program for the forthoming fiscal year,

Mr. Co H. Bonesteel, Speoial Assistant to the Secretary of

Stat., has asked for our views on he following questionsa

1. What would be our est4este of the magnitude
of a reasonable dollar n program during
1951*52 for-developnn purposes in the under-

developed countries? Wr. Bonesteel asked us to

base our estimate on favorable assumptions,
including those relating to the supply of funds,
the availability of supplies, and the adequate
and prampt preparation of projects.

2, What should be the relationship between a

grant program for developownt purposes and
development lending aetivities?

In relation to the first question, there are certain

preliminary eoments which should be made to avoid misunder-

standing. In preparing estimates, we have excluded from the

underdeveloped oountries the dependent overseas territories of

the United Kingdom, France and Belgium, since we understand that

these areas have bson excluded from the broakdovn an which Mr.

Bonestool is working. We have also excluded non-members of the

Bank, sine* we have insufficient information about these countries.

The principal countries excluded as nonomembers are Japan, Korea,

New Zealand, Argentina the Portug so and Spanish oolonies,
Saudi Arabia, Libya.Ubbtla and Afghanistan.

Our estimate refers to loan oommitments, not loan die-

bursements. By "loan conitment" we do not mean in this context
a line of credit authorised for purposes to be specified in the

future, We refer to a omaitment for a specific project or pro*
gram, reasonably worked out.

Our estim*te relates to loan omitements made for develop-
ment purposes. We have not taken into aceount loans which might
be made for strategic purposes primarily in the interest of the

lending, rather than the receiving country or strategio materials

loans to be repaid by delivery of th. materials. It is impossible

for us to make any estimates relating to such loans*

Our estimate has been based on the following assumptions t

(a) There will be no substantial changes in the
international political situation;



(b) Nei ther the supply of tunds nor the availability
of supplies will be a limiting faotorg

(o) The present trand of improvement in proparing
programs and projeots will oontinuo;

(d) The United States will maintain continued high
levels of income and there will be a slowly
rising demand for imports#

(e) Currencies will be neither more nor less con-
vertible than now#

(f) The rate of foreign private capital investment
in each country will be the same as the present;

(g) The terms of payment of loans will be similar to
those resently extended by the Bank#

(h) Exeept for the technical assistanoo aid and grants
to India and Pakistan at rates currently contex-
plated for the foreign assistance program, no
dollar grants in aid will be extended to the
underdeveloped aountrie os

(1) Adequate coordination poliies and prooedures
will be devoloped so that the grant, technical
assistanee and loan programs will supplement
each other and not work at *rose purposes* This
involves con understandings as to objectives
and delineation of the roles of participating
agencies*

In addition, although Mr. Bonesteelts question raters to
only one year, we tace it that he is interested in the kind of
lending program that aould continue at omparable levels over
a period of several years.

On these assumptions we believe that a program of about
$400,000,000 of development loan oo- itments during 1951-52
in the underdeveloped 3ountries (as defined above) would be within
the borrowers' capacity to absorb and repay and oculd be effeo
tively used in high-*priority development purposes.* We might add
that if the dependent ovirseas territories were included, our
figure would be raised by about $100,000,000. If European our-
renoes were freely available for the landing program, we would
make a further increase of about $100,000,000,

The assumptions on which these estimates are bosed are
on the whole optimistic, but in other respeets we have tried to
make conservative judgments* If all of the assumptions should
prove to be true, the rate of lending after the next year or two
might increase substantially. On the other hand, many of the
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assumptions may turn out to be unrealistic and therefore the
actual rate of lending may in practioe turn out to be con-
siderably lower. The principle obstacles which we foresee
at present for a lending program of the estimated magnitude
in the years 1951-52 are the following:

(1) Supply shortages

(2) Unavailability of Luropean currencies in
the amounts assumed;

(5) The possibility that the international
political situation may be worse than that
assumed$

(4) Failure of countries to proced as rapidly
as assumed in preparing properly developed
projects or programs;

(6) Possible unwillingness of some countries
for domstio political reasons or other-
wis* to request loans;

(#) Failure to achieve adequate coordination
between national and international grant,
lending and technical assistance prograns.

In reference to the. second question, I should like to
emphasize two important problems of policy which, in our opinion,
must be solved if any foreign aid program is to be effective,

First, there must be a clear coneption of the roles to
be played by international and national agencies. If the inter-
national agencies are to contribute, the fields in which they are
to operate must be defined with reasonable clearness and they
must have some assurance that national programs, having greater
resources at their disposal which can be made available on more
favorable terms, will not be adhiniatered in such a way as to
make international programs unaoceptable or ineffective.

Second, there must be a mutual understanding as to the
objectives and criteria of various types of development finano-
ing, whether it takes the form of grants in aid, loans or
technical assistanoe. With suoh a omon understanding, the
several forms of aid administered by the several agencies *an
effectively reinforce each other and make the combined contribu*
tion more effective. Without such an understbnding funds pro-
vided may be wasted and expectations may be disappointed.

In reality these are two aspects of a single proble,
that of coordinating the activities of different kinds of
agencies administering different kinds of aid. We have in



the past expressed our views on this subjeat to representatives

of the United States Goverzient. (See Mr. Blaok's letter of

November 2 1950 to Mr. Gordon Uray and memorandum of January 15,

1951 ontitled "United States Development Lending and the Inter-

national Bank", copies of which are attaehed.) These documents

explain Qur views as to the nature of the coordination problem

and its significance for the prospects of economia development
and international cooperation in the development field.

These documents do not propose any solution to the pro-
blem of oordination, exeept as it relates to coordinating the

activities of the International Bank and the Export-Import Bank

of Washington. The international Bank has views on how the

problem of coordination in general might be solved and would

welcome the opportunity of discussing them with representatives

of the United States Government.



Aprii 4, 1951

In c ation vith the prepation of a United 3tates
foreign assistanoa nrogrsm for thO fOrthanwing fiscal 70ar,
14r. v. H.* Bonesteel, 3pecial Assistant to the lewretary of
State$ has asked fok our views on th fOLlwin questiOnsl

1. Wht would bo our ostimate of the magnite
of a roammfable dollar borrowing program
during 1951g52 far tevelopment purposes by
the underdeveloped comtries? Mr. 30npsteel
asked Tis to bass our estimate on favorable
assmPtionst inludIng those relating to the
supply of ful, the availability of supplies,
pnd the adequate and orompt Preparation of
Prof eats.

2.0 What should b* the relztlonship botween a
grant nragran for developmnt purposes wnd
dovelopment lending- aetivitles?

In relation to the first uostion, thare are cortain
prelin r comunts vhich sho J be made to avoid miaurderw*
standing. In prepaing estlmates, we have excluded from the
tnderdeveloped eountries the depend mnt overseas territories
of the Et'opean pmwers since we understand that thelle ars
have been excluded from the breakdomn on which Vr. Bonesteel
is working. we have altw excluded non-mcobers of the BTWk,
since we 'Ave Inmuffialent information about these aountriO$*
The principal omutries exsluded as nmo-members are Janan,
,Korea New Zealwnd AEeniaraelt lauidl Arablat Libyti,
LiberLa and Afghanistano "ve cuea emesBra
Indonesin and Jordan, all of which %AaV* aPplied for rembership,

our estimate refers to loan eomdtmentsp not loan
Aisbixrsements. Dy "loan omsaitment" we 110 not mean In tIhiB
context a Iine of credit authorized for purposes to be speci-
fied In the future, We refer to a caitment for a specific
pro jeot or programs reasonably worked out.
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our estloate relates to loan comitments made for
development purposes. h4ve not taken into aocount loans
to provi*e new strategic materials production which would
be self-liquidating in foreign exoange. It Is impossible
for us to make any estimates relating to such loans.

Our estimate has beon based on the following atotmp-
tionss

(a) TSr4 will be no substantial changes In
tho international political situationj

(b) Neither the supply of funds nor the avail-
ability of supplies will be a limiting factorl

(a) The present trwn of In ovement In preparing
programs and projets w11 continuel

(A, The Jnited 'Itates will -,intain continued
high levels of inoome and there will be a
sloaly rising demand for 1prts above the
Janry..June 1950 level;

(e) Ctwrencies will be noither more nor less
eonvvr tible than now;

(t) rate of forei private capital invest-
ment in each counfly will be the saw as the
present;

(g) The torms of m mt of loans will be similar
to those r extended by the 3=k;

(h) In the cases of India and akistn, the
United ntates will make available grants in
the amounts earrently contemplated in the
Preparation of the roreign assistance progran
for 1951-52 and will continue this form o, aid
at approximtely the sawe levels for several
years;

(1) Ado uate coordination pblicies and procedures
wii be developed so hat the grant, teshnical
assistance and loan Proram will supplement
each othor and not work at aroe purposes.
This involvas onwmn understandings as to ob-
Joatives and dellneation of the roles of pzwow
ticipating agmnaies.



In addition, although mr. Bonmateelts questimn refers
to Ml M e ar, we take it th-at he is interested in the
kind o wAng program that could centlnus at aomparabUe
levels ovr a per or several years.

On these assums tions we belle"e Vhat an averago
annual rate of' about ROO*OWOW of deoelopment loan ooemitmo
nants in the underdeveloped aountries (as defined above)
would be within tho borrawwal' capacity to absorb and rapWy
and oould bo effeatively used In highvoprtority development
purposes. we might add that it the dependent over
territories were Tneluded, figre would be raised to
about 1500 OW Oa. It apole turrenos were free
ava(lable ) e bxndng program a ?Urther inrease
about %OOI,00WOOW would be JuStifed. These figiwes r
broken (own by areas In th attachod Appndixt

The assumptions which these estimates are basd
are mn thte whle optimistic but in other respects wo have
tried to is9 conserttive 3udonts If all of the aswill
tione should prove to be true,, the rate of l1nding afterth
next year or two might Incroase substantial, 11 On the other
hwAn ve bolieim that several of the astsptin vill tur-
out to be mnrsalistle as applied to 1951-52. IWt hav* in mind
particularly that the following obatwales may develops

(1) Supply shortages;

(2) 'thavallability of E,uropean currencies in
the amounmts assmaed;

(3) The posgibility that the International
political situation may be vorse than that

()Failure of oountriss to proceed as rapidly
as assumed in preparing properly developed
projects or programsj

(L aek of lomn apyplioatimns by some eountries,
whether due to Improved finanolal conditions,
to domestic political reasons or ol ther cats

(6) Failure to ahive adeq,;ato coordinmtion
between national and intornational grant
lendIng and tmlhniaal assistanco programs.

lince It Is probable that onm or more of these obstacles will
ievelop during 191;1-52, we belimme Vhat the actuta rate of
lending likely to be adhieved in practioe diwing that year

*1-1-1 be considerabl~y balmw thoe rate indicated tn the bOmm
o estimates#



with roference, to MTr. lanosteelts a eond question,
there should be wmphasised the problar of ooordinatIon, on
which we have prevloously expreaged our viems to represent&-
tivos of the ftted I.tates Gowmrnmnt. This involves two
aspectat firsts the reainhpbetween thited State$
lending,, agencies and the Internatimnal 3ank; second# the
relationship betwomn agmnaies administering differenit kinds
of Jovilopment aid- loans, grants and technical assaineoos

AS to the relationship between United Itates londinig
agencies wnd the International 3anks In our opinimn the
Interntional Bank could itself handle d dollar m4a
rgmmm of the nagnitude i--dJieaWe above, with thq ex pm
of such portions as might be plaaed with .private investors
or as might, because Tfspwcial *itrztwxean,.be obviously
mor;) appropriate for United 3tates agencies. 1knmvert the
International B3ank ould not carry out auch a prcgram In the
absence of an =ndarstanding with the 'Zmited States Governent
as to the role which the 1Bank is to play and an assuranc
that the activities of Umited States lending agmnaies will
be *oardinated with thase of the Interna+ional Bank. This
would Involve no more thmn (1) a rewogntimn of tho Inter**
national Btnt as the primry souroe or developomnt loan In
member comtries and (2) an oistablishad ,procedure undtr which
requests for suh development loans wou~ld normally be referrod
In the first instance to the International 3ahk and the simelal
casos In vhich United States lending agenoies would act would
be vorked out in oonsultation with the Intornational B nw.

The need for this kWn of coordinatimn ha been
deribod I with a u sted solution in ""r. Black's mevo-

randum to I-r., Martin datod Janimri 19 1951 entitled "Uhitod
"itates Dwmelopment Lending and the In t;gtional Bank."#

As to tho relationohip betwomn agoncles administering
difrarent types of aids in 1--v. B13adkts mermwrAum to
Mr. Martin of January 15 1951, and in hV3 earlier letter to
!1r. Gordmn Gray of Novwer 2 1950* we have stressed the
importanee of a commn underslaning mn objectives, criteria

and progr~~gams In administerlng lomn3# grant n ehia
assistano#. Three points are of particalar importanoes

(m) TLhe awmt of lomne thxat can be given
vill often depend on what is given in
the !,am of grants. Similarly, the ammunt
of loans and grants that can be effectively
used vill often denenA an the tohnioal
assistmoce made avania. Inless there
is agreement on programaq, nmne of the three
types of aid is Miely t6 aehieve its purnoses,



(Ui) SinCO foreign aid is likelyr to bo sAUa1 in
=ott Owvpared to the loeal resources which

aould be mobilixed even by tunderdevloped
**,=tries# major amphasis should be placed
on offiaient moMl~xatlon of domestie re-
souraes wAn the aMd should be conditioned mn
the taking of dImestle etion required for
that purpose, W believe that the Inter-
national Bank, as an Ant. tional InstitutionO
is In a better p~ositlq-o iet on suah p
ewlditiono h On't natiE aganoy.

(Mi) If seal agencies national and intern.ational,
are discussing development with Odh Under,0
dmmelop*d eomtryt the multiplitity of advies,
perha a expressing 1noonsistent or een -
Maiting policies, mWy mako It diffioult to
Induee the countr to take the deizions ulhieh--01
are needed to wiie their own resourees and
otherwise to make the foreign aid effectime
As a P,1nimtm# therefore, there raust be an
undorstanding anmng the agencies on the objoaqw
tiveS of doeloamt, the t imn and
==ot of aid and th,6 condig on Veh it
will be granted*

Although theso Polnts and others were discussed in
Mr* 731ackt s newrandim and letter mmntloned abovo no -ipeaifle
solutimn was propoged to the prdblem of ooordiw the
ativitios of agenales aoministering different type of W*d

No speooifta solutim can ba fomnduntil the Lhite states
3*varnmnt has determined what kinds of aid will be made
available and through %fhat VAgenis it will bo. administered.
Nevertheless we have se general vlw on the problem and
woutd weloon the opportunity of di1scussing the with repreow
sentativos of the United "Mates.



APPEIDIX

(Average wmual rate for the rive years -195-52 to 1955-56)

Latin America 205

South ad SOutheAt Asia 75 65

Aluitvaia & %olf-4overning Africa 105

AMAOM" ANOMM
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It OW b uwt hos, that both on moral and o pravo
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LOANS GRANTED BY INTERNATIOIAL BANK AND EXPORT-IMPORT BANK, 1946-1950

(In millions of dollars)

Summary Table A

Underdeveloped mem r Underdeveloped countries Other loans not elsewhere

Total loans granted countries of IBRD Eurooean countries Canada not IBRD members included

IBRD Eximbank gfl Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD k BRD g_ Eximbank ]

- 1,134.9 - 73.4 - 950.0 - 5.7 - 25.2 - 80.6

1947 493.0 676.1 - 88.0 493.o 204.2 - 300.0 - * - 33.9
1948 32.0 117.2 16.0 53.6 16.0 15.7 - 5.0 - 4.0 - 38.9

1949 219.1 231.0 170.6 80.0. 48.5 20.0 - - 102.4 - 28.6

1950 -279.2 437.4 260.2 186.8 - 35.0 - - - 19.0 14.9

Total 1,023.3 2,546.6 446.8 481.8 557.5 1,224.9 - 310.7 - 332.3 19.0 196.9

Summary Table B

Underdeveloped member
countries of IBRD Latin America Far East Near East Africa Oceania

QRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IERD Eximbank

1946 73.4 - 32.7 33.8 - 4.9 - 2.0 - -

19" 88.0 66.5 - - - 21.5 - - - -

1$ 16.0 51.6 16.0 48.2 - 1.9 - 3.5 - - - -

1949 170.6 80.0 126.6 69.7 44.0 0.3 - 10.0 - - -

1950 260.2 186.8 80.1 108.4 7 5.3 g2_2 25 7.0 .0 1.00.0

Total 446.8 481.8 22247 325-5 87.9 88.3 29.2 65.0 7.0 3.0 100.0 -

1 Including Export-Import Bank loans to Indonesia.
2/ Loans to banks (Turkey and Mexico).
3/ Short-term financing in the form of revolving funds intended to facilitate U.S. exports of cotton, tobacco, scientific instruments, as well as

imports of handicrafts from Mexico, etc.

SourNe lig blStatements of Loans, and Export-Import Bank Semiannual Reports to Congress. In order to make the data of the Export-Import Bank comparable to those

shown for the IBRD, loans "granted" by the Export-Import Bank exclude general lines of credit or unallotted portion of credit authorizations; allocations

out of previously authorised general (or unallotted) lines of credit have been included, however.



THE- TINAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT AN]) T EXPORT-IWPORT BANK, 1946-1950
(In millions of dollars)

1946 11948 19 Total 1946-1950IBR) Eximbank IBRD 3ximbank IBRD Eximbank BRD Eximbank IBRU Eximbank IBRD Eximbank
I. UnderdevelopDed member countries

of I73.4 16.o88.0 i6170.6 80.0 260.2 186,8 446.8 481.8

A. Lain merica 32.7 66.5 16.0 48.2 126.6 80.1 108.4 222.7 325.5Bolivia 3.0 0*3 - 16.o - - - 19.3Brazil 8.1 25.2 - 11.9 75.0 3.8 15.0 35.9 90.0 84.9Chile 11.2 - 16.0 21.6 - 30.3 - 1.8 16.0 64.9Colombia 3.5 1.5 - 5.0 3.6 6.1 11.4 11.1 20.0Ecuador 0.8 2.7 - - - 3.3 - 1.5 - 8.3El Salvador -- - 12.5 - - - 12.5 -Mexico 7.0 33.5 - 7.5 34.1 7.5 26.0 35.0 6o.1 90.5Panama 
- 2.0 - - - 0.5 - 2.5Peru 0.1 - - - - - 20.8 - 20.9Uruguay - 0.1 - - 33-0 - 33.0 0.1Venezuela - 0.6 - 4.8 - 5.2 - - - 10.6Tarious 2.0 - - 1.5 - 3.5

B. Par East 33,8 - 1. 44.0 0.3 43.9 52.3 87.9 88.3China 33.8 1.9 - - - - - 35.7I--ia - - 44.0 - 18.5 - 62.5 -
Indonesia - - - 52.3 52.3
Philippines - - 0.3 - - - 0.3
Thailand - - - - 25.4 - 25.4 -

C. Near East 4.9 215- 35- 10.0 29,2 25.1 29.2 65.0Egypt 5.6 - 195 - ~ - 0.1 - 7.2Iraq - - - 12.8 - 12..8 -
Iran -- - - - 25.0 - 25*0Turkey 4.9 15.9 - 2.0 - 10.0 16.4 * 16.4 32-8

D. Africa: Ethiopia 20- - - - -7.0 1.0 7.0 3.0

E. Oceania: Australia - - - 100.0 100.0 -
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(In millions of dollars)

946 1947 1948 1949 1950 Total 1946-195o
ORD Eximbank IRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IERD Rximbank IBRD Eximbank -BRD Eximbank

II. Europe 952.0 493.0 204.2 -6.0 0,0 350 55 1,224.9

Austria - 14.3 - - - - - - 14.3

Belgium - 50.0 - - 16.0 - - - 16.0 50.0
Denmark - 40.0 - - - - - - - 40.0 -

Finland 35.0 - 34,8 - 13.3 14.8 - - - 14.8 83.1

France 650.0 250.0 - - - - - - - 250.0 650.0

Greece 25-0 - - - - - - - - 25.0

Italy - - 101.9 - - - - - - - 101.9

Luxembourg - 12.0 - - - - - 12.0 -

Netherlands 200.0 191.0 3.2 16,0 - 15.0 - - - 222,0 203,2

Norway - . - - 0.2 . - - - - 0.2

Poland 40.0- - - - - - - - - 40.0

Sweden - - - 2.2 - - - - - 2.2

Yugoslavia - . - - 2.7 20.0 - 35.0 2.7 55.0

III. Caada - 300.0 -0- - - - - 310.7

-IV. Un42rdevelo3ped countries not
'RD members 25.24 12.4

Afghanistan 21.0 21.0
Argentina 0.2 -. 125,0 125.2
Haiti . 4,0 - 4.0
Israel - 73W4 60.7 1341
Liberia - 4. - 4.0
Saudi Arabia 25.0 4.0 15.0 44.-0

IV. Other loans not elsewhere included 80.6 - -M. - 38.90 - 19.0 9
a) I=:

Mexico - Consortium 10.0 10.0
Turkey - Industrial development 9.0 9.0

b) Exrort-Import Bank revolving credits: 2
U.S. Scientific Lxport Association 2.5 -5



LOANS GRANTED BY THE INTERNATIOUAL BAIK FOR RECONSTRUCTION ATD DEVELOPMENT AND THE EXPORT-IMPORT BANK, 1946-1950 page 3

(In millions of dollars)

19)46 1947 1948 1949 1950 Total 1946-1950
IBRD Eximbank I1BRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank IBRD Eximbank

b) Export-Import Bank revolving creditst contd.
Amertol Service, Inc. - 3.0 - 30

Cotton credits& Japan . 29.0 - 29.0
China 35.0 - - 33.0
Czechoslovakia 20.0 - -- - 20.0

Finland 7.0 5.0 . 12.0

Germany 19.0 - . - 19.0

Italy 25.0 - - 25.0

Tobacco creditsw Czechoslovakia 2.0 - - 2.0

Italy - 5-0 - 5.0
Mexico - Fred Leighton, Inc. 0.1 - - 0.1

c) Reauthorization of amounte repaid
of revolving credits:
Amertol Service, Inc. - -

Japanh cotton credit - 25.4 14.7 40.1

dermany, cotton credit -4.6 4.6
Mexico - Fred Leighton, Inc. -- 0 01 0.

Special importer-exporter credits 0.5 .0.3 02 01

Grand Total - 6,23419 493.0 626..-117.2 219.1 231.0 2923 .4 1,023.3 2.546.6

* Negligible.
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DRAF

IELOPMNENT GRANTS AND THE GRO(TMS OF FOIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES

1. In the discussion of the various proposals to support the economic

development of backward countries through grants from the United States Govern-

ment and loans fram public institutions, it has been claimed that the need for

assistance has been substantially -i4nished in the course of the last few months

as a result of the growth in foreign exchange .arnings of many of the under deve-

loped countries. The price rise* of the major exports of underdeveloped countries

and the increase in the volume of these exports have given to these countries a

large volume of international purchasing power which should enable then to pay

for the goods needed for economic development purposes instead of obtaining them

free of charge or against credit. The raw materials boom not only has made it

possible for these countries to increase their expenditures for imports, but it

has enabled them to accumulate gold and dollar balances at the a ame time. If the

exprt proceeds of these countries reain at a high level, as it appears likely,

they ill be in a position to finance from their own resources a large volume of

development imports, or, alternatively, they will acquire large foreign exchange

reserves which can be used subsequently for the purchase of capital goods.

fterefore, the argument concludes, it should not be necessary to assist these

countries through grants or loans.

2. The preceding argument is open to several objections. In the first place,

it is based on an overestimate of the foreign exchange earnings of the underde--

veloped countries and of their prospects of further increasing foreign exchange

reserves. In the course of 1950, underdeveloped countries increased their gold

and dollar reserves by slightly more than $700 million, primarily because the

price increases of their exports were much larger than the price increases of

their imports. The outlook of continued high level of export earnings is good;

but with prices of manufactured goods which make up the bulk of the imports rising,
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it is likely that a certain proportion of these gains will be offset by rising

costs of import.

3. Moreover, not all underdeveloped countries are benefiting equally from

the raw materials boom. In Latin America, for instance, Colombia and Venesuela

experienced a decline in their dollar balances in 1950; the gains of some other

countries were insignificant.

4. Bat even in the cases of those countries whose foreign exchange position

have been substantially strengthened by the high level of demand, at favorable

prices, for their exports, it cannot be assumed that their increased earnings are

readily available for the financing of development progr a s. In virtually all

underdeveloped countries, a very high propprtion of additional earnings is absorbed

by conensurate increases in consumption; only a smal proportion of total income

from export sales is saved and becomes available for investment purposes. The

rise in foreign exchange reserves can be taken only as an indication that consump..

tion levels have not as yet caught up with the increases in foreign exchange

earnings. To the extent to which incomes have risen while the volume of imports

has remained low because of the unavailability of certain types of goods and the

prolongation of delivery terms, consumer demand is unsatisfied and bound to z=rt

inflationary pressures, which, in turn, are likely to further increase the backlog

of demand for Import.

5. Through proper fiscal and monetary policies and measures designed to

stiulate production, it should be possible to channel more than the normal pro-

portion of current income into desirable forms of investment but it is certain

that the financial and real resources which can be set aside for investment pur-

poses from local sources will be insufficient to support a substantial volume of

investment activity.
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6. Closely related to the preceding proposition regarding the availability

of additional foreign exchange earnings for the investment purpose is the problem

of the level of the monetary reserves of many of the underdeveloped countries.

Although these reserves have increased, as indicated above, by $700 million, this

increase represents a gain of only 14% of the dollar and gold reserves of these

countries and leaves them still substantially below th4eserve position vhich they

enjoyed at the end of the war. The utilisation of increased foreign exchange

earnings for development purposes wo4d leave these countries without funds to

finance the backlog of import demand vhich is currently accmating. Moreover,

the rise in the price level of all comodities has resulted in a decline in the

purchasing power of these reserves. Since the gradual abolition of exchange and

trade restrictions which continues to be a major objective of American foreign

economic policy presupposes the availability of adequate foreign exchange reserves,

it does not appear to be inconsistent to advocate grants and loans for develop-

ment purposes at a time when the foreign exchange reserves of countries obtaining

such financial assistance are increasing.
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WBG ARCHIVES

SUWJCT: stimat*e of Borrowig Capaoaty of Valor-Devoloped
jft1k )M.abew Oeutie

Estimates have bon ua* of the saxisum rasonablio 4.lar borrowing

capacity in 1951-52 of the uner.-developed sobw eimtries of the bank.
Included in this category are under-developod eoovtrios which have applied
for mobership in tbe Bnka. 1br the pvxpeso of this pper, *ndor-doveloped*
is taken to ean *M .emtry outside of luropo with tho oxeeption of the

United States and aaMa, A separate estimate has been ade for the depon-
dent oversas territories of the 3ak's Nuropoan members. (Thb principal
countries excluded an non-members are Japan, Korea, Now 7 an, Argentina,
Israel, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Liberia, aM the Portugfes and Spanish
colonis. China has also been omitted for obvious reasens.)

These estimates were beilt up on a ountr7 by country basis by the
area experts of the Bank. No attempt was made to fore figures into a

preconeived total. Althav4& the estimates are given for 1951-52, they
reprosent an asual rate of borrowing whith would be valid over the next
five years. The estimates were &eriveo on the bUts, of the fellwi
assumti*sI

a) There is so probles of the availability of gee.

b) There is o problew of the svpply of lona fsals.

o) As far as eapasity to repay loans is eanoxrned, it is
assumed that the U.S. will maintain montimned high
levels of inoome and there will be a slowy rising
demand for iwports above the January-Jue 1950 level.

d) Currencies will be neither nore now less convertible thea
Rov,

o) The rate of foreiga private epital inaetment In a eountv7
will be the san* as the present.

f) The reasonabl. &moust of leat' a oltry absorb is
defined as:

(1) within its iepaelty to reqpo;

(2) within its toohnical, seoial, ste. eapaetty
to absorb;

(3) xooessary for it, seexnout developmnt.,

g) The torns of leans are similar to these recentr
exteaWe4 by the Bask.



) elays in th preparation of proper .v.lopmont programs and
t.)hnically adequate projects will not b a limiting fator,

1) The estimates are loam commitsonts firmly made agaftst
.poltie agrood-on uses rather than ostimatoe of actual
dlsbpiroments on loans to be made or on *xistng loans.

1) The U.S. will oak* available to these ouatries thk grant*
aurront7 oontw.lated In the presentation of the foreign
assistanee program for 1951-52.

The net rovult of the as IptIon# to that the outimatos presented
of the reasaoable amoents of loans oaantries eould aboerb are on the
optimistte side. The figures can be r.2ahod only If vverything work*
out Ideally. The saln obstacles to *ehivlug theso obje.tive-fIgeu
are the following:

1) The uwillingwet of euber countries to borrw for foreign
or dositIe political reasons.

2) The Inoapacity and, in a few oase, unwillingnoso of member
Contries, even with all the help and persuasion we an muster, to
prepare eenomically sovad 4evelopment program* and properly prepar*4
specific projects. The teohaial assistan*o givn to our member eouna-
trios 1W the U.S., U.N., and the Bank will help In this regard but It
it still a slow proosse whiah will take oasiderable time before fab-
stantial results can be aahIeved.

3) The ano-availabiliir of cEmmodities.

In the as of a fow countries, for example, Parsws and oeuadow,
our estimate of their pretext aapaeity to rope loans I clas. to zero.
Even the small amounts we now believe they would be good for Is based
on the assumption that they will reoelve a snbotantial portion of the
total of the grant tehical assistanee the U.S. is planning to make
available to Latia America. If grnta wore mad avaIlable to these
countries alto to finance Investment, the oapacity of these eouatres
to repay eculd be inarae&od and It would be possible for the Bank to
oaesider making larger 3oas to them.

Those etimates do not Include a loans whioh Might be made for
stratogic purpose and which do not have aumh value for the general
eoosemic development of the oonatry. Also excluded are that epeelal
typo of stratogie materials loans where rqparment I made in delivery
of the mineral. It is not possible for s to mako omr estimates of this
type of leading.

With the following eonsideratione In miad, the Bank estimates
that the maximas borrowing epaci ty In 1951-52 and per annu for the
following four years of the ZERD undor-devoloped oaM near-member otun.
trios to contraet reaonable dollar loan. (i.e. aooesar7 for 0nemosie
developaent, within the borrower's tapaetty to absor and to repay)
aenouts to arovad $4W *1l21gA.



In the oast of ono eowntros, their *on-4ollar eapaelty to ropaq
Is larger than their dollar eapaety to repay. A. the Bonk has the possi-
bility of sourixg non-dEllar urrenaies for lending, an estimate was ma&4
of the magnitude of the additional loans in non-dollar currenties which
could be abewrbed and utilied profitably for .enomic ,velopment. Ths.
estimates tok a*eeoat of known non-dollar earrey finaneing plans based
on the assevption that no grat spurt In non-dollar eurrnar londing
priaeipall y bropean contries would tkei place over current rates or
known pl.1w

If the IMW en soemw suffteient non-dol currenieos to mak
non-dollar loans, these osutries would b epod for an additional annual
amount of non-dollar loans fwom the tM over the fivo-year period 1951-52
throu& 1955-56 equivalent to somewhat over = -- mill-AG.

Because of the diffioulties mentiaend above, it oannot be expoeted
that these figmrs of $W millien and $100 mIllion, in aetual fast, will
be roalised. As of todsy, the awtat of loan. emrextly in negotiation
for the year 1951-52 or where negtiation% mW reasonably be ezp#eted,
totals around $3QQ mId'1111.

The fispros given do ot include d(epndont overseas territories of
tropean Oewers. If these are includs4, the figur# of maximin reasonablo
dollar )ans would be increased to near 1100 atllt2A

All other things being equal, the International Bank believes it
aould met the reasonable borrowing needs of its mbr eoutrios during
this period with the exeeption of loans for strategic, and speetal
strategic materials, prpsos and these few eases where the U.S. Govern-
sent has speeial reasoms to mak* loans through its own agencos; e.g.
the Philippines.



CAtlieteo of Borrowi gnt Borrow&.g Capacity 1W

beamaioa wBaoMmbe 2 mere .attp ot tb1n-Pfi v-at W pal rl.4 t dlw e n

(i)- (z)-ea Peit11-4tm M 4
6504"N.A 0-10 e

Juwa n &,odllars and otbor Istato of a&mIuM '90tivato of aimaa
earroais :L& sigM1 In ear- r*ss*O*"l* afts6t ra"Onal smanto

Contyrest loan sagottiloas or dollAW loas wbiek soa-dellar loea IUDn
a* h soetlatios amn could bo mWWe ftring ald ask* in addittes

l reasawtbl atlepatO& this fty*-yoar port*& to dollar lomws ftriv

S(2) 0

5 19 031 t1Mara 20 0
0 10 0

Al 3&lvwdLar 0 200
Nicaragua 515
?a*%" 0 0-
Cuba 20 L 75 0

Umsle0 1"blie 25 0
Ce9a me

USeA Andrae
livia 15 0

Brazil 50 250
Cbil* 12 100 0
Colobia 16 125 0

oEador 15 5
P- 0 15 5
ft19a 0 25
vravw 0 50,

1OSOM 40
b"78 35



(1) (*) (3)

25 - 30
lr&t 20 30,50

IO50 50 0%ra20 10 300 15 1Isaan1 1*Jordan

104 43 155 250

dia 110
Pakia~~aa 40

*010 100 0Tballea 4 y 20 40e*aaa 100 0

Pw ", A 0 2$ 0

SILt-ka nE" AUria
Smth Atfrim 0 250 0
soutoma " 0 50 0

0 315 15

U. K. Afriema Colonies 30 26100
Fremwh Af ricma "elms* 0 100
Belgia African Coloaloo 100 0

00 0
*ea ~~.a3 0 -



geal And"~a
It is asmva4 that turing 1951-52 1xioe will revetveU lan0 of

$W *1111ax Xxtaueak sgainst th* oxisting Itse of crodit of
$150 million ft weich $31 mili.* has already Um firaly
oommitted, and will also roolve tire loas of $5 million
froa the ID onoortim loan. It Is asueuo that the .lanee

of Ambak line of credit ($39 million), and of the 2JKD
aansortta loas ($5 milion) will U used during the ftv*-
year perot&, and that aditional RD leas ($50 millien)
will e MA assuLag that . oomprohoselve Investment program
Is prepared.
= - five-year fgUtre, *%x?#* a tomprohonoiv* investmmit

prove.

I=%t Amn
U3 rJA o. ?1ewo for fir-e.Yar period to rather alikely e1.o it

asesse that atmistrativv reforms will follow the report
of the i001lerside Mis.

M -- h* flawrs for *r*&*oz^%aloadeing* &sum doptlox of a
satisfaetery dvelopamt program.

It is as..4& that threo will be a i proportion of TA
grant, &llooatod to Xau.4or, with open poesiWt1tt of
fftaneial grant In sooWia ""ss.

Parsse -It Is &*seds that there will be & hish propertion of TA
grat* a)looat.d to Para~# with open poseiity of
finsaotal grat In speeW a"*se.
-raditwise, " *U lda iw, bet it i doubtful whother
the Gwernment would de i to errow mo.

Usd- oa .n asemption Turkey will be abl1 to refut the short-
torm %Mwrt-aprt Bank and the AlltUd ailitary aM WOU'
loas whith mature dtrize this priod.

S- 1ige for Ir as s a satisfactary ttle1s.t of the mwrrnt
political crisis.

woely..ttatM tat toheV*tiVAwysa
ggjt -It may to vory rougar estimated that grant* *,rer & fivo-yoar

period at the rate indiated for 1951/52 v.vJA iuprm bals'
o"Ailworthioss IW r1ugW* $130 million, bringing the estimato

of posib* additional lsdit to arovM $200 millies. This is
In a ditoa to present *ffestiv lanse amusting to .beut $60
million. The figure of $50 million for 1951/52 is a rough
as*ptIon eo foreia eavrener osts of preje$ts whiah might e
ready for Massing in the sar fature.

L&Ugna - At proeat Pakistan' x emrditwrthines has been &#xessod at
at 1*a"t $150 militen of whieh porber a third oeuld be in
dellars. With addtiea arants of the orvor intiated this
figas might e raisMd to $200 uillien ever-all with that is
dellars still limited to arond $50 sillion.



(@wmeante 0t)

- xtmrnal fiaWWial 49i1tafet# roquired for the Gelebe program
(ezOeladi sterling 'ba4w rtlease.) ha bee. *qtjUsted at
$11 81111u- SSh &B OUOt should be v$tMRA C07104' ere t-
worthMos.e Us?..i . RWpever, the fIgw0 has bees redvod to
$100 .iui6a en the aeswties of a aewhat nore favorablo

belaOe f Pemt. pesitie. the. that Iaelvded In the Cals*e
estiateos with the rult that extornal ^14 "qvudr#"t% will
be .. Mwhat less thaw the fgpwe. in the 6leae PIes.

WIlad-Thb ba* ha. aee#**A ThAdImA' QeVW tyto iervies dollar
d4bt ObligAtiOse at about $3,5 ailli.o por year rqproesat1x

a dlw *rditwthiaeas ealuetieA of $35 to $40 utos,.
It is aewmew that the now-MMla r bworroi apact to isx
the oawo ettro. Iffoetive loan. to %hailad sew #jwvnt to
about $20 million leaviag the romainw t borrewwvus dop"It
at about $60 mille.

M - While ?ndosesia's se oe obligattione on exztig debt gWbe epoeted to reaeh an #quivaloat of about $40 milites
dLing the present do*"*, bal4aee of p&e7mat. prowpeotg
ndiaate a capacity to a..uqA Mdditional mv,^l obligatles

for bt ervite. the figaw O $100 0111f0% Is bas" 01
the SemtrYo a tsewwteal, p .a a&M $eel e a1ty t
aborVb ae ttotal lee0 as Wel As e the eroistworthieMe

I -Aam -"IS figares for these te eutriee are gives
As &a ldioatiex of the possibtlity that both wW be in a
pettios t0 abeewb eM 40d ee u lI lease a.s.t"R creater

istoal eessete aMd Pelitteal Stablity tban .X1tte at
presost.

T-he U I. has tWtoeato it will aset 4ll .xtemrAl ftnjej
Roods of Malea.

- D prieipal2 to the #ivil war, it is let possiblo to
000 W reasona~ble osttsate at this tise.
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March 30, 1951

Dear Mr. Bonesteel:

In accordance with the conversation between yourself and Messrs.
Somers and Demuth of the Bank, we have prepared estimates of a reason-
able lending program for 1951-52 and the five-year period 1951-52 through
1955-56 for the non-Buropean countries which are already members of the
Bank or in process of becoming members. (The principal countries excluded
as non-members are Japan, Korea, lew Zealand, Argentina, the Portugmese
and Spanish colonies, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Libya, and Liberia. We have
also omitted China for obvious reasons.) The country details are shown
in the Appendix.

According to these estimates, the total amount of loans
for this area to be made in 1951-52 which are currently in sight
on IB=D loan negotiations or which it can be reasonably antici-
pated may be made comes to $250 million

The amount of reasonable loans (which are needed for
economic development, which are within the borrower' s capacity
to absorb in a year, and which are within the borrower's
capacity to repay) which could be made during 1951-52 totals $700 million

The amount of reasonable dollar loans (using the same
criteria) which could be made in the five-year period 1951-52
through 1955-56, totals $2400 million

In addition, if loans are made by the IRD in non-dollar
currencies - the countries could also be good for an addi-
tional amount equivalent to $500 million.

The figure of $700 million for 1951-52 and the corresponding
figure of $2900 million ($2400 million plus $500 million) for 1951-52
through 1955-56 must be regarded as objectives which could be attained
if all conditions were favorable. These estimates were derived on the
basis of the following assumptions:

a) There is no problem of the availability of goods.

b) There is no problem of the supply of loan funds.

c) As far as capacity to repay loans is concerned, it is
assumed that the U.S. will maintain continued high
levels of income and there will be a slowly rising
demand for imports.

d) Currencies will be neither more nor less convertible than
now.

e) The rate of foreign private capital investment in a country
will be the same as the present.
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f) The "reasonable amount of loans" a country could absorb is
defined as:

(1) within its capacity to repay;

(2) within its technical, social, etc. capacity
to absorb;

(3) necessary for its economic development.

g) The terms of any loans are similar to those recently
extended by the Bank.

h) The loans can be used to finance both the direct foreign
exchange cost and the induced foreign exchange cost (local
currency costs).

i) The Bank will continue as at present to assist potential
borrowers in preparing development programs and projects
for presentation.

j) The estimates are of loans which can be made and are not
estimates of actual disbursements on loans.

k) The U.S. will make available to these countries the grants
currently contemplated in the presentation of the foreign
assistance program for 1951-52 and at the same rate over
the whole five-year period 1951-52 through 1955-56.

(It might be noted that these figures were built up on the basis
of individual country estimates by the Bank' s area experts. No attempt
was made to force them into a pre-conceived total. The figure of $700
million, interestingly enough, is the mid-point of the range of $600-800
million set up as a target by the Gray Committee for the annual net flow
of loans to the underdeveloped areas.)

The not result of the assumptions is that the estimates presented
of "reasonable loans" are on the optimistic side. These totals can be
achieved only if everything works out according to schedule. The main
obstacles to achieving these objeetive-figures are the following:

1) The unwillingness of member countries to borrow for foreign
or domestic political reasons.

2) The incapacity and, in a few cases, unwillingness of member
countries, even with all the help and persuasion we can muster, to pre-
pare economically sound development programs and properly prepared
specific projects. The technical assistance given to our member coun-
tries by the U.S., U.N., and the Bank will help in this regard but it
is still a slow process which will take considerable time before sub-
stantial results can be achieved.



3) The non-availability of commodities.

In the case of a few countries, for example, Paraguay and fcuador,
our estimate of their present capacity to repay loans is close to zero.
Even the small amounts we now believe they would be good for is based
on the assumption that they will receive a substantial portion of the
total of the grant technical assistance the U.S. is planning to make
available to Latin America. If grants were made available to these
countries also to finance investment, the capacity of these countries
to repay would be increased and it would be possible for the Bank to
consider making larger loans to them.

These estimates do not include any loans which might be made for
strategic purposes and which do not have much value for the general
economic development of the country. Also excluded are strategic
materials loans with repayment made in delivery of the mineral. It is
not possible for us to make any estimates of this type of lending.

In the light of the discussion above, the total amount of loans
made to our member countries in 1951-52 will most likely be closer to
the $250 million than the $700 million figure. All other things being
equal, the International Bank believes it could meet these borrowing
needs of its member covntries during this period with the exception of
loans for strategic, and strategic materials, purposes and those few
cases where the U.S. Government has special reasons to make loans
through its own agencies; e.g. the Philippines.



Estimates of Borrowing and Borrowing Capacity by
International Bank Member Countries from Non-Private Dollar Sources

live-Year Period 1951-52 thru 1955-56
1951-52 1951-52 Estimate of Estimate of

Loan Amounts in Estimate of reasonable reasonable Estimated
sight in current reasonable amount of amount of non- undisbursed

Country loan negotiations amount of dollar loans dollar loans IBRD loans of IBRD
or which can be loans which which could be could make in adcdi- and Export-
reasonably could be made made during this tion to dollar loans Import Bank on
anticipated during 1951-2 5-year period during this period July 1. 1951

(1) (2)(3 (4) 5

Central America
Mexico 0 0 50 0
Guatemala 0 3 20 0
Honduras 0 5 10 0
31 Salvador 0 15 20 0
Nicaragua 5 5 15 0
P anama 0 10 20 0
Cuba 20 50 75 0
Dominican Republic 0 10 25 0
Costa Rica 0 .2 .0
Total 25 101 247 0

South America
Bolivia 15
Brasil 50 75 250
Chile 12 25 100
Colombia 16 50 125
Ecuador 5 15 5
Paraguay 5 15 5
Peru 15 25 25
Uruguay - 50
Venesuela .T. - .0

78 175 645 35



APPENDIX (ContId)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

0irke m 15 60 60
Iran 25 30 30 30
Iraq 12.5 30 20 50
E-t .. 20 25 75
Syria 20 20 10 20

Lebanon *3 75 75
JordAn -

Total 57.5 118 .152.5 242.5

Sath ot-
EAst AsAJ

India- 50 170 -
60 60 50 150

Ceylon 25 100 -
Thailand 4 10 20 40

Indonesia . . 100 -

Philippines . 25 -
Bumas .". 0

- Total 64 145 6 45

Australia 0 0 200 0

Self--GoverniAg

South Africa 0 50 250 0
S. Rhodesia 0 10 50 0
Ethiopia ,5 3 1

Total 0 65 A5 15

African ColgnibA
U*K. 30 30 150 0

French 0 20 100 0
Dlin0 60 100 0Belgian .-0"W _- .

Total 30 110 350

GRANID TOTAL 254.5 714 2374.5 507.5



Detailed Country Comments

Central America
Mexico - It is assumed that during 1951-52 Mexico will receive loans of

$60 million Eximbank against existing line of credit; and will
have also the $5 million IBBD consortium loan. It is assumed
that the balance of ExImbank line of credit ($59 million) IBMD
consortium loans ($5 million) will be used during the five-year
period, and that additional IBRD loans ($50 million) will be
made assuming a comprehensive investment program is prepared.

Nicaragua - The five-year figure assumes a comprehensive investment
program.

South America
Bolivia - Figure for five-year period is rather unlikely; it is assumed

administrative reforms follow the report of the Keenleyside
Mission.

Chile - The figures for "reasonable lending" assume adoption of a
satisfactory development program.

Ecuador - It is assumed that there will be a high proportion of TA
grants allocated to Ecuador, with open possibility of finan-
cial grant in special cases,

Paraguay - It is assumed that there will be a high proportion of TA
grants allocated to Paraguay, with open possibility of
financial grant in special cases.

Venezuela - Creditwise, we could lend more, but would have difficulty
justifying loans as necessary.

Middle East
Iran - Figures for Iran assume a satisfactory settlement of the current

oil nationalization crisis.
Turkey - Based on assumption Turkey will be able to refund the short-

term Export-Import Bank and the allied military and defense
loans which mature during this period.

South and Southeast Asia
India - It may be very roughly estimated that grants over a five-year

period at the rate indicated for 1951/52 would improve India's
creditworthiness by roughly another $100 million, bringing the
estimate of possible additional lending to around $170 million.
The figure of $50 million for 1951/52 is a rough assumption of
foreign currency costs of projects which might be ready for
financing in the near future.

Pakistan - At present Pakistan's creditworthiness has been assessed
at at least $150 million of which perhaps a third could be
in dollars. With additional grants in the order indicated
this figure might be raised to $200 million over-all with
that in dollars still limited to around $50 million.

Ceylon - External financial assistance required for the Colombo program
(excluding sterling balance releases) has been estimated at $115
million. Such an amount should be within Ceylon's creditworthi-
ness capacity. However, the figure has been reduced to $100



Comments (Cont'.)

Ceylon - million on the assumption of a somewhat more favorable balance
(Cont'd) of payments position than that included in the Colombo estimates

with the result that external aid requirements will be somewhat
less than the figures in the Colombo Plan.

Thailand - The Bank has assessed Thailand' s capacity to service dollar
debt obligations at about $3.5 million per year representing
a dollar creditworthiness evaluation of $35 to $40 million.
It is assume that the non-dollar borrowing capacity is in
the same order. Effective loans to Thailand now amount to
about $20 million leaving the remaining borrowing capacity
at about $60 million.

Indonesia - While Indonesia's service obligations on existing debt may
be expected to reach an equivalent of about $40 million
during the present decade, balance of payments prospects
indicate a capacity to assume additional annual obligations
for debt service. The figure of $100 million is based on
the country's technical, physical and social capacity to
absorb additional loans as well as on the creditworthiness
prospects.

Philippines and Burma - The figures for these two countries are given
as an indication of the possibility that both may be in a
position to absort and service small loans assuming greater
internal economic and political stability than exists at
present.



THE IMTEIATIONAL BANK AS M GD1T AGENT FOR
A~jMjINITERIg-A ROGUAM OF DEV&OP'ETLGAT

If grants for development purposes are to be given to underdeveloped

areas, either by the U.S. unilaterally or by the U.S. and some of the other

developed countries operating separately or in conjunotion Aith each other,

the question arises as to the means by whieh the aount of grants to be

extended can be most effectively utilised for the purposes of promoting

economic development.

Even in the sirplest possible ease, that in which only gants from the

U.S. are to be extended to underdeveloped areas, there are two relatively

distinct types of problems involved. The first category of problems

involves the question of which countries are to receive grants and in what

approximate amounts these grants should be extended. These questions are

policy questions - in large part questions of political policy. Whether

it is in the policy interests of the U.J. to extend grants to a particular

country and if so whether these grants shold be of the order of magnitude

of $5 million or $50 million or $250 million are matters to be resolved

largely on the basis of the political interests of the U.S. kn almost
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omplotely separate problem is that of determining, on the basis of econoaic

by
considerations, the prograui/whioh any given &mount of grants to any Qountry

oan be most effectively utilised so as to result in tre greatest possible

contribution to the economic development of the country. There should be no

conflict between these two kinds of problems since whatever the amount of

aid it may be in the American policy interests to extend to a country, it

is certainly in the American interest that that amount of aid be most

effectively used. One means of insuring the accomplishment of saxlmn

remlts from any given aid progra* would be the separating of responsibility

for the political deoision of amount of aid to be given from the economic

task of programming that aid for maxim results.

If the International Bank were to be requested to undertake the eeono-

mic task of progra'asing grant asqistance on a nanagemat basis for whatever

body is responsible for the policy decisions on the aid program, the general

operating mechanism might be along the following lines:

The policy authority would indicate the countries to which grant assist-

anes might be extended and the possible order of magnitude of the assistance

intended for these countries. In the first stage it would undoubtedly be
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desirable for these indications, both as to specific oowntxries and as to

general amountas, to be kept very tentative. In some cases an investigation

of the economic position of a country might indieate that the total amount

of developmental ectivity which could effectively be undertaken for the

next year or two iight well be able to be financed by that country' a own

resources or froa oreign loans which it could afford to service. In other

oases the general sie of the proposed grant aight be either substantially

smaller or substantially larger than the aaount which can efficiently be

utilized within the time period in queation. For example, if the indicated

size of the grant were to be $15 million, an soonomic investigation might

show that for the first year, only $5 million could be efficiently used;

similarly the investigation might show that a program might be developed

using ($30 million) which would pro4iue very substantial results while the

$15 illion figure would be too small to be effectively utilized.

With this original indication of the size of the program to be con-

sidered - tentative though it may be - he International Bank would proceed

to ask. a field investigation of the economy of the coantry as a first step

in preparing the program fbr effective utilization of developmental grants.

This investigation would be very similar to the field studies presently



being made by the Bank in connection with its regular loan operations. The

studies vould involve exa-aination of the resources available to the country

and an assesment of its most urgent need in terms of the maximm contriba-

tion toward the permanent increase in the standard of living of te country.

The problems involve, of course, are not aerely economic but involve an

appraisal of such diverse needs as the sooial, educational, health and

administrative requirments of the country. In the basis of this sort of

survey, utilising experts specifically recrnited from the appropriate

national and international agencies for the eamination of these matters

it should be possible to establish a program for the most effective use

of the resoarces available to the country both from its own produation,

from the program of grant assistance, and in many cases if the country' a

financial position is sufficiently strong, from the aid program of inter-

national leans. There would have to be a careful screening of the whole

investment program of the country, not only of that contributed in the

form of external assistance, in order to make sure that this program was

soundly conceived, internally consistent, and most likely to lead to

increased and more rapid econamie developaent of the coantry and possible
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alternative programs. For exaple, it -night be found that the sise of the

investment program was so large as to place saoh a heavy burden on the

econony of a country, even wit1 oonaiderabl3 external grant assistances,

that the investments undertaken id not yield a AMIram increase in the

output of a country and an alternaive invest aent progr& somewhat

sma r nltude would aotually reatlt in a larger increase in produation.

Sitmilarly the study tight deter mine that tie Vst effective investment

progami would be one concentrating, for example, on the processing of

agrio4ltuaral commoities available from indigenous or nearby souroes,

rather than on the development of a heavy sechanical industry. In other

cases, however, the very opposite conclusion Aight eauerge.

The survey of thie econnie poasition and prospects of the country

sight unquestionably indicate elements o' the domestic policy (economic,

social, educational, etc.) which if :aodi'fied would be of aore fundamental

importance in accelerating the economic development of a country than the

provision of external assistance. /In some cases, in fat, the field mission

might report that withot internal changes and reforms, no program of exter-

nal assistance could be effective in furthering the permanent economic



development of the country and that without these reformas grants woIal be

merely money down the drain.

On the completion of this field study and, of course, the disaassion

of its findings and oonclusions with the appropriate officials of the saoun-

try involved in order to obtain to whatever extent possible a agreed pro-

gram for the Bank, the mission would prepare a proposed development progra

which the ank managomont would saubit to the policy authority just as it

presently submits similar programs involving its own lending $

actions to its own Board of Directors. On the basis of this report the

policy authority would then allocate whatever amount it onsidered appro.-

priate, taking account not only of the eoommic considerations involved in

the International Bank report tat also political considerations relevant

to the particular case, on condition that Vds amount be used for the

finanoing of the developmental program which had been prepared by the Bank

and, unless political factors made this impossible, on ondition that the

recipient country performed and executed the appropriate internal reforms

needed to make the development program achieve its maxisam effectiveness.
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Unless the decision of the pollcy authority were to be based so exclu-

sively on political onsiderations as to make the economia effectiveness

of the program impossible, the International Bank would carry out the oontrol

of disbursement and the supervision of achievement of the various aspects

of the developmental programu in precisely the sae manner that it nov con-

trols disbarsement and completion of the projects which it finances from

its own funds. Unquestionably in the proooss of supervising the carrying

out of the various projects being financed by developmental grants, the

Bank night wish to modify its original roeoommndations on a development

program for the country and it would therefore make frequent reports on the

actaal progress of the development program being financed as well as on thA

ehanges which it felt appropriate to introduce in that program.

If the developmental authority were to receive funds for grants to

underdeveloped countries from other countries than the U.S., the procedure

for the policy determination of the amoun's to be allocated to various

underdeveloped countries would be smewhat mre complex, but the importance

of separating questions involved in this policy determination from

questions of most effective utilisation of the amounts would be even more



reinforoed. If, for example, several countries aske grants for levelopaent

prposes and if one of then unilaterally deoldes to whiah ountries &nd in

what amounts each grant shall be made, it is essential that the sconmic

programing of these grants coming from perhaps two or three sources should

be separated from the policy decisions on the amounts of money to be supplied.

Even if the sontribiting countries were to set up son* mechanismA for agree-

ing together on the allocation of their A grants, it would *till be desir-

able that the program of the utiliaition of the grants be separate in order

that the utilization of the grants would be based on economic and not pol.-

tical onsiderations.

If grants are made available from other countries than the U.3., the

technique of operation by the Bank as the nagment agent for progralft

utilization of grants would not be very different from the toehnique des-

cribed when grants are provided only by the U.S. The principal difference

would be that the indication of the amounts likely to be available would

be given by each of the countries making grants available and that the

report of the Bank proposing a prograa for the economic developmentof the

country would be made to each of the governments making funds available for

the country in question.



(Revised)

Istisates of a Reasonable Landing Progras for the Uderdoveloped
Member Coutries of ths Bank

(Average annual rate for the fivo years 1951-52 to 1955-56)

&20 l=ns IEERoeaz C=OMZnc Loans

Latin America 205 7

Middl Mast, 35 55

South & southeast Asia 75 63

Australia & Self-Governing
Africa 105 3

ftad -Ttal 420 130

Dependent Overseas Territories 75 0



March 30, 1951

Mr. C. H. Bonesteel
Special Assistant to the Seerety
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Bonesteel:

In connection with the pr,aparation of a United
States foreign assistance progra for the fortheoi
fiscal year, you have asked for our viems on the fo
ing questions:

1 What vould be our est te of the magnitude
of a rwwonable dollar lending program during
1951-52 for developsent ,purposes In the undervw
developed countries? -ou have asked us to
base our estimate on favorable assumptions,
including those relating to the supply of
fnds, the availability of supplies, and the
adequate and prompt preparation of projects.

2., What should be the relationship between a
grant program for developmnt purposes and
development lending ativities?

In relation to the first uestion, thqafe are certain
prel imina y comments which sbu Im made tq avoid misunder-
standing. In preparing estimates we have #luded from
the underdeveloped countries the dependent bversw territories
of the United Kingdom, Francea Belgium,/slnce wo understand
that you are exeluding these areas in your on brealown. We
have also excluded non-members of the Bank, Since ve hav* in*"
sufficient infomtion about these countries. The prineipal
countries excluded as non-members are Japan, Korea, Now gealand,
Argentina, ,.1-1 er'gs A-pn 0 % Saud Arabia,
Libya and Liberia. Z .c7

Our estlmte refers to loan eomitments not loan dis-
bursements. By "loan comitment" vo do not mean la this context
a line of credit authorized for purposes to be spedified in the
future, We refer to a coitment for an agreed purpose.

Cf C4,



Our estimate relates to loan commitments made for
development purposes. We have not taken into aCOnt loan$
vhich might be made for strategic purposes prizarily in the
interest of the lAnding rather than the receiving, ountr
or strategic materials loans to be repaid by delivery of
materials. It is impossible for us to make any estimates
relating to such loans.

Our estimate has been based on the following assump-
tions:

s Neither tha ply of funds, the availability
of supplies/or the adequacy and promptness of
preparing programs and projects will be a
limiting faetvr.

b) Ah0 Uni States wi maintain contin high
levels of income and there will be a slowly
rising demand for imports.*.

) Currenaies will be neither more nor less con-
vertible than now.

1) The rate of forei private capital investment
in each country wi be the same as the present.

e) The terms of any loans will be similar to those
recently extended by the Bak.

f) The Bank will continue as at prosent,--t ass t
potential borrowers in preparig devielopt
programs and projects for presentktimn

g) The United States will make available the grants
currently contemplated in the presentation of the
foreign assistance program for 1951-52 and at the
same rate over the whole five-year period 1951-52
tbrough 1955-56

h) Adequate coordination policies and procedures
will be developed so that the grant, technical
assistance and loan programs will supplement each
other and not work at cross purposes. This in-
volves comon understandings as to objectives and
delineation of the roles oi participating agencies.

In addition although your question refers to only one
year, we take it tUat you assume that a lending program that-



could continuo at comparable levels over a period of sevoral
years,

On these assumptions we believe that a program of
$ 000,000 of development loan commitments during 1951-52
in t underdeveloped countries would be within the borrowers#
capacity to absorb and repay and could be effectively used in
high-priority developm nt purposes. We might add that if the
dependent overseas territories were included, our figure would
be raised by $100 000 000. If non-dollar currencies were
freely available for the lending program, we would make a
further increase of $100,000,0.

It must be recognised, however, that this estimate is
based on optimistic assumptions. The principal obstacles to
a realisation of a lending program of that magnitude are the
following\ / j -

(1) The unwillingness or inability of member
c1ountries to request loans for foreign or
domestic political reasons.

(2) Delays in preparing economically sound
development programs and properly prepared
specifie projects.

(3) The non-availability of connodities.

(4) Failure to achieve adequate coordination
between national and international grant,
lending and technical assistance programs.

In view of the probability that some or all of these obstacles
will develop to a greater or lesser degree, our $
estimate cannot be considered realistic. In our opinion the
amount will in practice be closer to /

In reference to your second question, I should like
to emphasize two important problems of policy which in our
opinion, must be solved if any foreign aid program Is to be
effective.

First, there must be a clear conception of the roles
to be played by international and national agencies. If the
international agencies are to contribute, the fields in which
they are to operate must be defined with reasonable clearness
and they must have some assurance that national programs,
having greater resources at their disposal which can be made
available on more favorable terms, will not be administered



in such a way as to make international progra unaccept-
able or ineffetiV.

Second, there must be a mutual derstanding as to

the ob ectives and criteria of various types of development
financing, whether it takes the form of grants in aid, loans

or tekbnical assistance. With such a common understanding
the several forms of aid administLred by the several ag es

can effectively reinforce each other and make the combin*4

contribution more effective. Without such an understanding,
funds provided may be wasted and eXPectation$ may be dis-

appointed.

In reality these are two aspects of a single problem,
that of ooordinating the activities of different kinds of

agencies administering different kinds of aid. We have in

the past expressed our views on this subject to representa-

tives of the United States Government# I enclose for you
information, a copy of a letter dated Augut 2, 1450,whc
Mr, Black wrote to y,, Gordon ra t y before the publi-

cation of his report.- I also encose a copy of a memorandum

dated :anuary 15 1951, entitled "United States Development
Lending and the International Bank" which r. Black submitted

to the United States Ezecutive Director of this Bank. These

documents explain our views as to the nature of the coordination

problem and of its significance for the prospects of economic

development and international cooperation in the development
field.

81noerely yours,

Enclosures 2

DS/km
3/30/51
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This is a note which I prepared as per in-
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take it to Mr. Garner.

FROM- J. H. Adler
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DRAFT 2/21/51
AFLuxford

ESTABLISI(ENT P AN I'TENATIONAL
BANK SUBSIDIARY TO STIMULATE PRIVATE FOREIGN INNESTMENT

In connection with various proposals for stimulating

private foreign investment the question has been raised a.

to whether the International Bank could establish a subsidiary

for this purpose anr4 if so, a general outline of its

characteristics.

Since one of the purposes for which the Bank was

established was to promote private foreign investment, the

establishment of a subsidiary as a means for furthering this

purpose would be consistent with the Bank's Articles of Agree-

ment, Thus the Bank's subsidiary, with appropriate resources,

might fill the same role in the field of foreign equity invest-

ment as the Bank itself occupies in the field of foreign loans,

A subsidiary ot this type might be worked out along

the following lines%

1. The Bank would establish as a subsidiary the

International Development Corporation to promote

the investment of private capital for productive

purposes in the territories of its members. The

Corpcration would have express authority to participate

in, underwrite and guarantee such private investments

and where private capital was not available on



reasonable terms to invest its own resources for

such purposes. Direct investments of the Corporas

tion would be liuidated in the private market

as soon as such liquidation wa s practicable.

2, All of the common or voting stock of the

Corporation would be owned by the Bank and such

stock would have only a nominal value.

3. Funds for the conduct of the Corpcration's

oPerations would be derived primarily from the

sale of non-voting preferred stock to member

governments of the Bank, No member goverment

would be required to purchase any of such stock

but any member government might condition its

subscription to such stock by the requirement

that an appropriate number of other member govern-

ments also must subscribe. The Corporation also

would have the power to borrow money but it might

require considerable time before the Corporation

was well enough established to permit sizeable

borrowing operations,

4~, There could be considerable latitude in the

amount of initial capital required by the Corporation

before commencing operatiins. The amount should be

conservative but still adequate for the Corporation

to demonstrate its worth, Thus, before commencing



operations the Corporation might need preferred stook sub-

scriptions aggregating about $250,OO,000 with approximately

one tenth thereof paid in and the balance subject to cal.

5S Since the votins stock in the Corporation would be

owned by the Bank the directors and the management of the

Corporation would be turer the control of the Executive

Direetors of the Bank, The Corporation's directors might,

therefore, be composed of several of th# Bank's officors to"P

gether with one or two of the Bank.s Executive Direetors -e

particularly those representing countries having substantial

investments in the Corporation's preferred stock.

6, It would be expeted that the Corporation would need

on17 a modest staff of its own and that It would make fu4

use of the technical staff and services of the Bank.

7. The Bank could supplement the direct investment operation*

of the Corporation by making loans in appropriate cas*s.

8. Like the Bank the Corporation would not be established

as a profi~Uaking institition but it would be hoped that it

too could conduct its operations on a basis that would be

at least self-sustaining,



oi
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Dear Gbarleal

fto*n yes v*Wy wokh fr sandLg s s draft wwoerensa on Vw
proposed -PA stair with your Uter of J 4tm 7 17. As you koew, I
ftoi umt the idn *r akin an objective owne study or uw errecto,
of flr*Wn private i b on Wo dovolopmae proses f the

maan~see opedeatries to aa wnasleate Oft. I poromauy b*Uwov
tat Un results of bak a staly wtU Abow that for*Lga prlv&U

Lurestment, ove ia purely extraetivo aetlvitLes, bee bad a terrifie
1opet on the general eapapa welfarc of tk omatrlos La wheb

The kind of stvdy, if woll dwo, shmald h*V* a important
*=#====not only bore in the Vulted Slates bat so norse inpormast

in the vw.er.*velpW la otisi sg ten of Vw A*Ar-
auIty of taking the to stablisk an appropriate elto

for private foreiga inweltawk. It is mest -setil terefor*,
Uwt the &tWW be 12as in a qpmp te etive so that its

results WiLU WOOe Vw ft efSrew Which we, both Wat.

Wit h s Is aM, I have te aI 1* ~sum* to make
ymr aworasba on p moeftri. Tlw ftnt is a mater of forn oar

sod fta Ls tat ym lot M par*~ p - il is 9104 ts - * te
first page be eli tasted fte Qhe present draft. t aM 90"e Ust

the .. pna- .ame a that pseeohwLU esup. ftoa the
suybe% I reeal tbt, it Vuld be ankh be r t0 bs" te owmau-

sies only after te study h" been dual tbm be subjeted to
possible attack em the grown"4 of -wwrng aste Vw inWotilptirS
ou te tillftgs mt@ Were to ebu.

Mr seeamd polt &"nis wtA MW "ntaai *eas f the spesinte
wbw ' "s eewtI ae . to be L01004tal. Heft too I think

tat Lt is most Loportant, if Vw stady is 40 altt ths VOri44, Of
vo uxdser4*ftUp" eeateres, tiA~t to be ws po**thbU basis for

ti"M to charge that Vw OWL60s or w"ees mwsA*d in smb a Wato o f to ProposeW*. t* nd migb be t o pio. a kialft p02M G t mist s
den d n agh bo te pi a haf ban e a Ies nwie h
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ewe m be t.1s vith 4.t a' UP e0

Tow *Lnoefoly 1""S.

NaesR. Blc

Gr. obarLm J. SM
.Paft 17,.

Te ort 17, .Y



July 18, 1951

Dear Mr. iyaifttons

You have kcLdly ake fr *W oa n yxmr letter of Jne 14,
19 51 and I a* all the orre glad to &a so "s r fbund It most Interesting
ad an I an Is deep s aQW with yur 31n. of ugt.

I fieel, a" you d*, that private fbr*ig investmat has, a great
role to plW ay Vw devolepata of adrdevslwp"d **watrios and that the
*bstaol"s Which It oncountoe ame by no sms due only to eonditions
Which could be Limred bjr national (U.S.) polietes but largely to con-

ditonx prevailing In prospective reeipient auontris.

It my intert you to know tat early in the Bankt' life, we ean-
duted a privato Lnqairy anong a uu.br of U.S. sorporate Nr*Ign investors,

The conversations we had with the offieals responsible fr foreign sub-
sidLari.. and Lavostients of thee crporateas brot to light te vov7

ae obstaeles you *it*. Tb.e obstealo e are usally tmsla4d in tk
expressio '*climate for foreign invostaeat," *.g. discriminatory taxes,

fbr*Lga -------. practices and reglationa, pItpL transfer liaitatins,
unreasonable requiremes e oorning *Vployaent of lwoal personnel wkd
relations to local capital, dwgr of .tropriatiou, ste., not to speak of
purely politcal factors, bot local and Interatonal.

All these factors eortaimly do bve" a **rioe deterrent offe* an
tho export of equity eapital fte the wsre advaneed countries. As yot
know, this point has bem mads at anwroas international .onoress and
there have be" swis indiatiouss, in dds as well as in words, tat

sontries havy -mw m=namdably nearer to mader-
st.adimg the Lpportawo of ths matter. Aotion taken or mggested by
thae osatries has often been Is line with e real Improvm in thIr
o=omosic positio. As a sign of prgess, I wmdd mntion te negotiati.ss
of a few blateral treamtes b sow Latin Aserioan twalnties ad Mt
d4olaratiom of several stateamsa obviously aiMed at rmasuring frtIP
spital.

I heartily agroo with your gastios that the n3k should endeover
to encourage this tread. We have o, d on wery possible pperUnty,
wheother &ing mw *#-mnoral sr y tiason#" or during our wrmt l
relationship with mir borraors,ta stress the advantoge to the Adeeping
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"=try of Import of equity capital. We have alse, when tho occasion *rose,
stresod the mertanoo of sttling *sttaandig indobtedmose in ordor to
restore the aredit of our nsobor ewihtrioa the invstmt market. Tbs.
eftrts, I thak, hav borne fit and their purpose Is appreoiated by our
ember .avtries. Whether an improveot in the legislation of our borrowers
affecting foreign investsout directly er idimrtly sbould be made a .. ndi-
tion for our lending, in the striat ss of the word, is hevr open t*
question. "Fair treatomt of foereign invostmt" is a very broad camoept.
Its sontent varies with the adroamstane s. It includes vt only such open
stters as eonfiscation and =fair twmtion, bat also hidden discrination

in amia.stmative practice ad political pressure. It ay not necessarily
an lhe saw thUK, for example, whon applied to ixdastry, ming and publia

Utilities. Moreover, it can be established only over a long period; fair
treatesnt at sW partieular point of time is of little signifieuxes. For
these reasons, I doubt whether mch can be accmplished in this field by
sstraet conditions.

Yoar ltter ost als. that the offietal lo=Ung egsnies sabld
not at is aseh a way as to make foreign private invosttent less attractive
te the reelpiint etry. Our Artialse of Agreeiwwt provide that mr pm ose
is to Sapplomt private inesmnt *when private epital is not available
on reasoable terms.* We heav bms very eareful to make owe in er y ease
that private capital was not ready to step in who" and when ve granted our
lows. I, terefore, eanwet but agroo with yor proposal that w* should
avoid wimptting wit private invostment. I vould perhapa suggest only a
slight chaxge of vrding in year preeities. We 6* reftse to lad for pa-
poses whieh -n be served by private epital imesxtaet, but it might be
slightly tee pewralised sad inflexible a sugation to say that we shoU
voftse to load fbr pvwpoees 'hi1 4'ould* be sorvod ba private investment,
As you well realso, the proble is different In every eoustry ad is every
eose and the shoeae of obtaining foreign sapital vary considerably from ono
. the other,

The judgment as to wher a purpose eoutd be beat served by private
investment wast take int emmidoraties the tme elment. This judgwmt must
be based on all the facts at te sst, and e osly an the eventual possi-
bility that a partiular field shonld be devolopod by private capital. Inds",
the a warts osstinwilly on impiwing the growW now for te evental opera-
tien of private sapital. It is intresting, T tink, in relation to the point
you raiso that our lending in Qw waderdevoloped **untries Mas been cseeam-
trated largely ia the basic pbie utility field, pvowr, transportatios,
irrigation, ste., where the prospects for substantial private inestiamts
are particularly din. This is a tread whish is likely to sontimte.

Lot as add that it is the usual praetice of te Bak to help risn*
private enterprise, lsal or foreig, wbnever possibl. In addition to tk
substantial Joes that we have given to the BRaillas Tractlon Gowpazy, to
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the M ean Right & Por Coamapa, and the Dutch shipping companies, our
lans to private inMstry thrmh4 elgian, Dt*h and Finnish Ceworanent

agencies are *ortainly known to you, as well as our recent attomts to
fi nane private enterpris throwgh inm dno dian--ters bankifg institu.-
tions In TIry azAd Mexico.

I shl4 of coarse .els aM opportmdty to diarnas these atters
farte with you and, tann you *nee more for your lettor, I remia,

Yours very .sierely,

($igned) Eugene R. Black

tagoe R. laa

Mr. Charles J. Syaiagtou
230 ftrk Avew

NW York 17, A. T.

Lbisttds
jair 17t 195%
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as dgy gatee i to Y" tr fe di s o r ow s s
ited ftat"s pollq with roprd to underdeveloped .am 1ies, aW I an

serry vt sy trip to Lati rAmrlea vm&&U debW" my answ.Iaig YOU. 'rw
Oge us the ty . empare p lMus of tMhn with

01 fOUNAlueU of d4s" 4 pratea* "114" il the I p"tiifs 1*al & .
ft Is to w, in the esm of tbe ba* -ew potrs %a eum -ore
$Ad m . with b politima, so4ial and teihemlsgcal problm

ofesmet devolopeent. gee reading of yewr I I- 11 W eSawiftof we

tat owr *ver&Ul --- budess are, &bm*A idweae AU yowr e oav o"#ne

I -0 in Nil g with yew re k that thi bet vo in wMbh tk

pssttIvo poltey of tM United States toweE nard Evremmlped eostrios can be

mplemouW is tbrough te use of te faniItie of the ted Nations end

Its speotallsod Mosaiies. In owam e operaions, wo roalize nse and anr

tat te istoratammal of ow insiutin is a real asest.

This brings as to two or tbroo, railated points to v6AAewss mnmnwa

alss refers. One is te feet that we we at prlse b. avlr public in-
sliluties ideb am mko vtied e. sow " s t mablo -w bs-rsra tot
are i all pn ts of %e, W d md obtain b. bst possble tors fer
their foregp pwWOM s. The obliaa ou pe upm a s to =sk* 024y MeU4

loans maese It asoe f--AbMe for tir cOMM40 to a n delars. go"e 10*

pwrtont, benevmr, Is the awmad point. As a ==intentinu ntteac we

w* in a p 1dimte ao arl to m uW leow vitu te aw w of da

politial mUsivs, but als to eIem d t 1. b vvvixg *wmrtrios owk

rform in fml a - matters snd teir g lial k -a pli4.o

a" we cosammdw "n 0essa 1 rsqa t - fr their somme devalope"#ak
fer as ges of ar loss opwtA*, Wiwo I al private i*-

wetaa, los a trcin
rw ~j sod; fb. lb 4fw'l. t4m

Yewr asaroum phaet s, soend for tb* mmrdinstion of dwoolop-

Men l tivities is all fI*2sO a the role **leb not direetly prtdar4iv7

* p I itwers em alt, alttion, and eduawtion wwt py. I WAY 49M

with s e ths Po mt me with W re ferew to -

ges I would go ovmn baetr In stresing tbO need for overall prograesdqg*

That does at men that I, or rpbody *in* is the Book, fow Otte
in W trb# it does MsM, bintver that OW experitne* hmncs* as hat

foreign asas tan to ftvloyment, whetwr is the form of graxt* or bern,
attainm best relults if the Various Prjoeth a part or au oral prga.
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I believe it follow dirootly frou the en fept of an overall PPgAm
that ml u devolo t, in ardor to be offootive, nust take ato unt
all the finnal &W real reouaes whioh aa be nmblised as well as te
fast that these s m* by definition limited. Private capital, fros
dowsatic and forelgp sauriooo, asoul be ahannole Soto iteMes seetere of
the enomy whore it will do most to inaroase uotion out inmne. Ths
governments should provide, either from taxes or dmostle loans, or hrugh
foreign assistanee, funds which a" necessary to fiaae those parts of the
.verall program for whieh private funds are not available. Foreign assis-
tame should norally take the farm of loans, irrespective of the use to
which these funds as- put. If, howover, the contry's borroving capacity is
impaired, grats may have to be resorted to, and it is clear that tese same
raats -- or rather the iawrstoonts undertaken en a grant basis - will nr-

mally Improm the eapsoity to borrow of the natios

IiTcdentally, I believe that your point regarding the mobilisation of
dinstis sapital noods omphasizing. Our prienco in various aotrlos,
and such divergeat sources as the Colombe Plsn and te report of te Mission
to Colombia, all point to the fast that the contribution whish foreign assis-
tamce makes to total Investment in underdeveloped countries is mobh smaller
thon the 50150 proption whieb your marardiu sUg -* In most instanes
a relatively =s1l t of foreign assistane. beeses a catalytic facter
permitting the empansin and aeceleration of domestic sapital formation
through public te a privato ahamis to proportion* far above the amount of
foreign asaisteme.

As I indiated before, there is at only roas in the field of sonommis
development for both public ad private financing, but the varieous saurces
of fUNds must s amot eash other. I w not tee optlmistie, hewever, as
to the role whiah at this stage private foreign eapital will be able to play
in s no development. In m instanoes, public investment, fanaoed in
pat from foreign souroes, will have to ly the .. oaic foundations - in
the form of traasportation, power, irrigation, odwation and health - upon
which private flewign investment a" p*esd. I do not believe that for
sons ttas to some there will be a sufficient flow of private eapital em a
loan basis to underdeveloped oanutries to allow for these invewtMents to
take plae. As to private direst Investment (equity eapital) wid from ib-
vestment in oil and, perhaps, mialqg, we can ealy 0eint en relatively slMll

agnmts unless profits here should doeline severely and stability abroad
improved eonsiderably. I believe that it xV take am time until equity
sapital will flow into other lines of produation in Underdeveloped 00UftriOO
in a vOlba suffisiently large to make a signifeasat eontribution to eenio
development. For the present, we m have to rely largely en publis finano-
ing and on the econmic utilisation of private leal oapital.

In this onnootioni, I should like to mphasise that in our opinion funds
which the internatioasl Bank ean raise in the market will be sufficient to
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finuame all d9velpeant prajtets which lad tbanes to finaning on a
-ood loan basis, an that this will allow the Intnational ank to play

a mjor role in the tid of less tiam ae . There is, is yov nUwAlfth,
an inplicatioe that this role my be mier. If the volume of grats -
which the Bank does not povide - we" to be so owsidorablo as to deter
potential borrowers from applying for lews, the ilativw significasto of
loans would of eerse be smaller; but barring this possibility I d. not
see why the Bank ee3d not er should sot earry ost of the lees. which have
a reasonable prospet of repayment.

I an esrtain that ye hae read in the mseantia the Report to the
President of the Internatimal Development Advisory Board, We have, of
course, given a great deal of thought to thein problems ad find ourselves
in general agreement with most of the rammondatioss of the Rprt, and,
is partiular, agree with the idea that proper coordination
between the various agencies or autheritios dealing with dmlopment, is
essential. Within the next few weeks the adanistration will submit various
proposals for legislative aetion to Congress. I -m cafident that the state-
*et which the National Planning Association is preparing will be a oonstruco
tive contribution to the public dismassion of problems of teebsisal and fit-
aneal assist&=*. I hope that my omments on your =uera:Au* and an the
topics of .onmi. 4evelopmut and foreign assistance in general will be of

-wi help to you in the preparation of the statement.

Sinerly yurs,

ugese, R. Black

Mr. Charles Symington
230 Park Avonue
Now Yek 1?, Now York

LBRist/js
March 26/51
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REVISED DRAFT \

March 20, 1951

Dear Mr. Symington:

I am exceedingly grateful to you for sending me your memorandum

on United States policy with regard to underdeveloped countries, and I am

sorry that my trip to Latin America unduly delayed my answering you. Your

memorandum gave us the opportunity to compare your line of thinking with the

formulation of ideas and practical polides in the International Bank. Need-

less to say(0 in the course of the last few years we have become more and

more concerned with the political, social and technological problems of eco-

nomic development. Careful reading of your memorandum convinces me that our

overall conclusions are almost identical with your observations.

I am in full agreement with your remark that the best way in which

the positive policy of the United States toward underdeveloped countries can

be implemented is through the use of the facilities of the United Nations and

its specialised agencies. In our own operations, we realise more and more

that the international character of our institution is a real asset.

This brings me to two or three related points to which your memor-

andum also refers. One is the fact that we are at present the only public

institution which can make untied loans and thus enable our borrowers to
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"shop around" in all parts of the world and obtain the best possible terms

for their foreign purchases. The prv sir-of-i only untied loans makes

it also possible for other countries to earn dollars. More important, however,

is the second point. As an international institution, we are in a position

not only to make loans without the accusation of ulterior political motives,

but also to recommend to the borrowing countries such reforms in fiscal and

monetary matters and their general economic policies as we consider an essen-

tial prerequisite for their economic development, for the soundness of our

loan operations, and conducive to all private investment, local and foreign.

Your memorandum emphasizes the need for Oordination of develop-

mental activities in all fields and the role which not directly productive

expenditures on health, sanitation, and education must play. I fully agree

with your statement on this point and with your repeated reference to "pro-

grams"; I would go even further in stressing the need for overall programming*

That does not mean that I, or anybody else in the Bank, favor state planning

in any form; it does mean, however, that our experience convinces us that

foreign assistance to development, whether in the form of grants or loans,

attains best results if the various projects are part# of an overall program.

I believe it follows directly from the concept of an overall program that
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economic development, in order to be effective, must take into account all

the financial and real resources which can be mobilised

Private capital, from domestic and foreign sources, mmesb be chan-

nelled into those sectors of the economy where it will do most to increase

production and income. The goverment ast provide, either from taxes or

domestic loans, or through foreign assistance, ghse funds which are necessary

to finance those parts of the overall program for which private funds are not

available. Foreign assistance should normally take the form of loans, irres-

pective of the use to which these funds are put#, 1 , however, the country's

borrowing capacity is impaired, grants may have to be resorted to,
e t

Incidentally, I believe that your point regarding the mobilization

of domestic capital needs emphasising. Our experience in various countries,

and such divergent sources as the Colombo Plan and the report of the Mission

to Colombia, all point to the fact that the contribution which foreign assist-

ance makes to total investment in underdeveloped countries is much smaller

than the 50:50 propoxition which your memorandum suggests. In most instances

a relatively small amount of foreign assistance becomes a catalytic factor

permitting the expansion and acceleration of domestic capital formation through
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public and private channels to proportions far above the amount of foreign

assistance.

As I indicated before, there is not only room in the field of eco-

nomic development for both public and private financing, but the various sources

of funds must supplement each other. I am not too optimistic, however, as to

the role which iaind 3y-private foreign capital will be able to play in eco-

nomic development. In many instances, public investment, financed in part

from foreign sources, will have to lay the economic foundations - in the form

of transportation, power, irrigation, education and health - upon which pri-

vate foreign investment can proceed* I do not believfiha there will be fwr

a flow of private l.m-capital to underdeveloped countries -Aside 4, 

rcm investment in oil and, perhaps, mining, we c ouintv--i t

A- 45% Be! relatively small amounts I believe that

it may take some time until equity capital will flow into other lines of pro-

duction in underdeveloped countries in a volume sufficiently large to make a

significant contribution to economic development. For the present, we may

have to rely largely on public financing and on the economic utilization of

private local capital.
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In this connection, I should like to emphasize that in our opinion

funds which the International Bank can raise in the market will be sufficient

to finance all development projects which lend themselves to financing on a

sound loan basis, and that this will allow the International Bank to play a

major role in the field of loan financing. There is, in your memorandum, an

implication that this role may be minor. If the volume of grants - which the

Bank does not provide - 1 to be the relative significance

loans w&K- of course be smaller; but 3 I do not

see why the Bank could not or should not carry most of thqm Le

I am certain that you have re ad in the meantime the Report to the

President of the International Development Advisory Board.

noticed that the&Reprt-envisages-an Vxpansimt- of -tbe ties--of

'ninil Bank arid- thelr-ol4ee r TonT-iwdth the dele-To-it policies ard

institutions of thw Unite+4tates. We have, of course, given a great deal

of thought to these problems and find ourselves in agreement with most of

the recammendations of the Report -expa0t- At Within the next few weeks

the administration will submit various proposals for legislative action to

Congress. I am confident that the statement which the National Planning
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Association is preparing will be a constructive contribution to the public

discussion of problems of technical and financial assistance. I hope that

my comments on your memorandum and on the topics of economic development and

foreign assistance in general will be of some help to you in the preparation

of the statement.

Sincerely yours,

Eugene R. Black
President

Mr. Charles Symington
230 Park Avenue
New York 17, New York
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(5-48) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Rist DATE: July 16

FROM: D. Sommers

SUBJECT:

I suggest that the last sentence of the incomplete

paragraph on page 2 might be changed and expanded as fol-

lows: "'Fair treatment of foreign investment is a very

broad concept. Its content varies with the circumstances.

It includes not only such open matters as confiscation and

unfair taxation, but also hidden discrimination in adminis-

trative practice and political pressure. It may not

necessarily mean the same thing, for example, when applied

to industry, mining and public utilities. Moreover, it can

be established only over a long period; fair treatment at

any particular point of time is of little significance.

For these reasons, I doubt whether much can be accomplished

in this field by contract conditions."

At the end of the next paragraph, I would add: "It is

interesting, I think, in relation to the point you raise that

our lending the underdeveloped countries has been concentrated

s in the basic public utility field, power, transporta-

tion, irrigation, etc., where the prospects for substantial

private investments are particularly dim. This is a trend

\which is likely to continue*"

D. So



Mr. Symington - 2

country of import of equity capital. We have also, when the occasion arose,
stressed the importance of settling outstanding indebtedness in order to
restore the credit of our member countries with the investment market. These
efforts, I think, have borne fruit and their purpose is appreciated by our
member countries. Whether an improvement in the legislation of our borrowers
affecting foreign investment directly or indirectly should be made a condi-
tion for our lending, in the strict sense of the word, is however open to
question. rthat-resommendation-of aeneral. aud-anfi-
-dntal aeharaeter are-often- ar*,ffective-elegally-binding .Q0Iitment#.

Your letter suggests also that the official lending agencies should
not act in such a way as to make foreign private investment less attractive
to the recipient country. Our Articles of Agreement provide that our purpose
is to supplement private investment "when private capital is not available
on reasonable terms." We have been very careful to make sure in every case
that private capital was not ready to step in where and when we granted our
loans. I, therefore, cannot but agree with your proposal that we should
avoid competing with private investment. I would perhaps suggest only a
slight change of wording in your proposition. We do refuse to lendfor pur-
poses which can be served by private capital investment, but it '.be
slightly too generalized and inflexible a suggestion to say that we should
refuse to lend for purposes which "could" be served by private investment.
As you well realize, the problem is different in every country and in every
case and the chances of obtaining foreign capital vary considerably from one
to the other.

-I-thrIk-tha- the judgment as to whether a purpose could be best served
by private investment must take into consideration the time element. This
judgment must be based on all the facts at the moment, and not only on the
eventual possibility that a particular field should be developed by private
capital. Indeed, the Bank works continually on improving the ground now for
the eventual operation of private capital.

Let me add that it is the usual practice of the Bank to help finance
private enterprise, local or foreign, whenever possible. In addition to the
substantial loans that we have given to the Brazilian Traction Company, to
the Mexican Light & Power Company, and the Dutch shipping companies, our
loans to private industry through Belgian, Dutch and Finnish Government agen-
cies are certainly known to you, as well as our recent attempts to finance
private enterprise through independent medium-term banking institutions in
Turkey and Mexico.

I should of course welcome any opportunity to discuss these matters
further with you and, thanking you once more for your letter, I remain,

Yours very sincerely,

Eugene R. Black

Mr. Charles J. Symington
230 Park Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON 25, Df. C.

Office of the President

January 15, 1951

To: Mr. William McC. Martin

From: Mr. Black

United States Development Lendine
and the Inter nationalBk

One of the most serious problems that faces the
International Bank is the lack of clarification in the
relationship between its operations and the activities
of United States development agencies. No understanding
exists between the United 9tates Government and the Bank
delineating the fields of operation of United States
agencies in relation to the functions of the Bank.

On March 1, 1946, the President of the United States
sent to the Congress with his endorsement a statement of
the foreign loan policy of the United States Government
prepared by the National Advisory Council and containing
the following observation on the role of the International
Bank:

"The International Bank will be the
principal agency to make foreign loans
for reconstruction and development which
private capital cannot furnish on reason-
able terms."

Experience has shown, however, that in the absence of
implementation, this policy statement does not provide a
sufficient basis for International Bank planning or ade-
quate polioy guidance to United States agencies.

During the early period of the 3ank's operations,
it was understandable that no coordination policy should
be formulated in more explicit terms. The Bank was an
untried experiment. Its staff had not been organized, its,
credit had not been established and its policies had not
been worked out. The problem of Buropean reconstruction,



which had been thought to be the Bank's first task, was
assuming dimensions which put it beyond the scope of the
Bank's resources. The B3ank had not yet turned to the
field of development, in which the question of coordination
is at present particularly urgent.

The situation is now quite different. The Bank's
credit is established and the principal lines of its opera-
tions have become apparent. It has acquired experience in
the development field and is prepared to make developmental
loans in substantial amounts. However, a number of the
Bank's member countries, although in urgent need of foreign
capital for useful and productive purposes, have been hesi-
tant to seek Bank assistance because of the possibility of
securing aid on be terms from United States governmental
agencies. Furth ermore, on one occasion after the other when
the Bank has been prepared to furnish substantial assistance,
it has been faced with difficulties because of the absence
of any clear policy regarding future United States financing
in the same countries.

The same kind of difficulties might, of course, arise
in connection with the development activities of other ad.
vanced nations. To date, however, because of the prepond.
erant role of the United States in development financing,
the problem has manifested itself principally in the
relationships between United States agencies and the Bank.
This memorandum is accordingly confined to that subject.

2.

I have given a good deal of thought to whether this
problem has now become academic in view of the recent critical
events in Korea and the large-scale military program which is
required. I realize that until the dimensions of the military
program and its effect on the economy of the country become
reasonably clear it is difficult to determine the role either
of the Bank or of any other development agency. I also realize
that if all foreign aid is to be utilized primarily to obtain
short-run political or strategic returns to the United States,
international administration of the 4id would probably be in?
appropriate. <But unless all development aid as such is to
stop I am sure that the problem of coordination will require
a solution, If the amount of aid is reduced, proper planning
will be more necessary than ever to produce the maximum bene-
fit to all concerned. This will involve more coordination
among interested agencies, not less.



Personally, I feel that even under a thoroughgoing
defense economy, the free world cannot afford to neglect
development. Strengthening the economies and increasing
the productivity of the underdeveloped areas is of par-
ticular significance to the advanced nations at the present
time when the raw materials produced in those areas are
vitally needed. And apart from benefits of that kind, it
seems to me that offering hope to the people of the under-
developed countries is a necessary part of any program
designed to preserve peace or to prevent the advance of
totalitarianism. I firmly believe that the emphasis which
the United States has placed on offering this hope through
international channels is even more vital in a time of
crisis than in a time of relative quiet.

Accordingly, I am confident that the International
Bank continues to have an important role to perform. Per-
haps, under present circumstances that role will require
a number of changes in our operations, changes in emphasis
and direction. But in any case I believe that the problem
of our relationship to United States agencies operating in
the same field will remain and, in fact, will grow in
importance.

On November 13, 1950, I sent you a memorandum out-
lining a lending program for Brazil. I hoped that my
proposal might be a first step toward a clarification of
United States policy as to the roles of the several agencies
in the development field, Although the memorandum dealt
only with Brazil (since that was the specific case under
consideration at the time) it involved the broader problem
of how investment by the International Bank and by United
States agencies could be coordinated so as to make the most
effective contribution to development. The purpose of this
present memorandum is to review the Bank's thinking on this
broader problem and to suggest a method by which that co-
ordination might be achieved.

The problem of coordinating development financing
activities is not one of solving a few jurisdictional dis-
putes between competing agencies. It involves questions
of real significance from the point of view of national
policy*



Basically, the question is whether development aid
should be made available under national or international
auspices. Since the war the United States Government has
consistently regarded development as a matter of interest
to the entire international community and has therefore
advocated international cooperation as the proper approach
to development. It was pursuant to that policy that the
United States took the lead in establishing the International
Bank and contributed the largest share of its capital. The
reasons which influenced the United States to take this
action seem to me as cogent now as they were then. One of
those reasons was the obvious desirability that the risks
of development lending be assumed not only by the United
States but also by the other nations of the world in pro-
portion to their resources. A second reason was the desire
to assure the underdeveloped countries that loans made to
them were not intended as an instrument of either material
or political exploitation. That this consideration is still
of real importance is evidenced by the almost unanimous
preference of the underdeveloped countries for international
administration of development aid, as sho'wn for example in
the debates of the Economic and Social Council. A third,
and even more persuasive reason, was the desirability of
insulating the United States Government from the frictions
and tensions that inevitably attend a foreign lending program.

Experience has amply demonstrated that government-
to-government financing, continued over any substantial
period of time, is not likely to be productive of political
good-will. Governments receiving loans soon come to regard
them as simply their due, while those failing to receive
aid, or receiving less than they feel they are entitled to,
are apt to regard themselves as the victims of unfair dis
crimination. These difficulties are not too serious in
conection with limited emergency programs, such as the
European Recovery Program, but they assume considerable
proportions in connection with long-term programs such as
are inevitably involved in the development field. I do not
mean to imply that the International Bank can avoid similar
tensions and resentments, which are to some degree inherent
in the lending process, But I agree with the Bretton Woods
concept that it is politically healthier that they should
focus on an international organization rather than on a
national government.
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There is also another reason for international rather
than national action, the importance of which I want to
emphasize. The amount of foreign aid that is made available
from all sources is always likely to be small in relation to
the local resources which even t e backward countries have it
within their pcser to mobilize.,For this reason, any foreign
aid program which has development as its aim must place major
emphasis on efficient mobilization 0f domestic resources v
This meant that the ebjectives of development must be defined
with reasinable clarity and that the type, timing and amount
of aid must be keyed to the progress made toward those ob-
jectives and conditioned on the taking of necessary domestic
action to achieve them. Fbr example, in some underdeveloped
countries it will be necessary to put stabilization measures
into effect to avoid undue inflation which would defeat the
purposes of the development program. In other countries,
land tenure systems must be reformed if the program is to
have the desired economic effects and is to obtain necessary
popular support. In many countries improvements must be
effected in the administrative machinery. Unless foreign
aid for development -.s part of a program which includes ef-
fective mobilization-of local resources by measures such as
these, the aid may in large part be wasted and may in the long
run disappoint rather than satisfy the hopes of the people of
the underdeveloped areas.

In those countries, such as the Philippines, where the
United otates proposes to make very substantial resources
available over a period of years, the United States is ob-
viously in a better position than the International Bank to
assure that necessary domestic measures are adopted con-
currently with the provision of foreign aid. But in the case
of most of the underdevelnped countries, the International
Bank, because of its representative and nonpolitical character,
is, I believe, in a better position than any national govern-
ment to insist on effective domestic action as a condition of
granting financial assistance. In this connection, I should
like to invite your attention to the following passage in the
recent report nf 7.1r. Gnrdon Gray to the President of the United
States:

"In the case of development programs
particularly, operation through international
organizatiops may be essential to accomplish-
ing the basic purpnse- of aid, It is frequently
not possible for any one country unilaterally to
give effective guidance on internal operations
without creating fears or suspicions of inter-
ventionist motives, which would defeat major
purposes of the program. Such programs, there-
fore, will frequently be most effective if
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operated through international organizations,
staffed in part by nationals of countries in
which the particular underdeveloped country has
confidence. Some assistance will, of course,
have to be provided bilaterally, but international
organizations, and especially the United Nations
and its affiliated organizations, should be used
wherever practicable."

4.

The lack of clarity in the relationships between
national and international agencies may become a serious and
highly complex problem in the future if grant and technical
assistance programs are undertaken on the scale envisaged in
the Gray Committee Report and the Colombo Plan. In my letter
of November 2, 1950, to Mr. Gray I emphasized what seemed to
me the danger of a multiplicity of agencies, national and
international, operating in the development field without co-
ordination. I pointed out that there would be not one voice
but several discussing with a country its needs and develop-
ment program; that the very multiplicity of voices, perhaps
expressing inconsistent or even conflicting policies, may
make it difficult to induce countries to take the decisions
which are necessary for the mobilization of their own re-
sources; and that such a situation might seriously limit
the aggregate effect of the programs and impair the concept
of international cooperation in the development field. I
hope that in considering the Gray Committee's recommendations
and further implementation of the Point IV Program, the
United States Government will not disregard these fundamental
problems.

5.

At the present time, the problems of coordination is
far less complex, The United States development agency which
has, up to the present, been primarily concerned in this prob-
lem is the Export-Import Bank of Washington and accordingly
the problem is chiefly one of the relationships between the
Export-Import Bank and the International Bank. I must empha-
size, however, that the problem cannot be solved simply by
liaison between the two anks. The Export-Import Bank is
involved not by reason of its own lending policies or
standards but because it is the institution through which the
development financing activities of the United States have for
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the most part been carried on. For this reason the problem
requires a solution in the form of a United States Government
policy decision

The Export-Import Bank was originally organized to
facilitate exports and imports between the United States and
other countries primarily oy granting credits of relatively
short term and commercial character such as export trade and
commodity export credits. Although there was some expansion
of its activities during the war, particularly in the Uestarn
Pernisphere, it did not enter the field of long-term recon-
struction and development loans oni a large scale until the
passage of the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945. At that time
and thereafter loans for reconstruction and development assumed
increasing importance in its operations.

During and after the war, the United States strongly
advocated the administration of foreign economic aid under
international auspices. As already pointed out the Inter-
national Bank was organized to be the primary agency for
making loans for reconstruction and development and was so
regarded oy the United States Government. Nevertheless there
were unforeseen delays in its establishment and organizatiun
and these delays quite understandably were the occasion for
an expansion of the Lxport-Import Bank's activities. The
needs were pressing and the E.port-Import Bank loans were of
great benefit. They were frankly undertaken as emergency or
interim measures designed to fill the gap in the facilities
for providing foreign dollar credits until the time when the
International Bank could begin operations on a substantial
scale. V4ith the years, however, these long-term lending
activities have lost their interim characer. They have
become the major part of the Lxport-Import Bank's operations
and are apparently considered a perman function. This
has been a gradual evolution, n "sed, so far as I am aware,
on any policy decision as to the relationship between United
States agencies and the International Bank.

6.

During the early stages of the International Bankfs
development activities, it necessarily had to lend on a
project-by-project basis. Although its aim was to select
projects of such basic significance to the borrowing coun-
try's economy that they would warrant a high priority in
any investment program, it did not have the information
about its members or the established relationships with
them to enable it to lend on a program basis, During that



period the relationships between the International Bank and
the Export-Import Bank gave rise primarily to one kind of
problem, The fact that the Export-Import Bank had entered
the development field and was apparently prepared to extend
its activities in that field, usually on more favorable
terms than the International Bank could offer, made coun-
tries hesitate to submit projects to the International Bank
for financing. This tendency still continues and is, in
fact, growing more acute. If, as I understand to be con-
templated, the Export-Import Bank's lending authority is
substantially increased and if this increase is not ac-
companied by a clear understanding as to the roles of the
Export-Import Bank and the International Bank, I think it
quite likely that potential borrowers will come to regard
the Export-Import Bank as the first resort for development
loans and will approach the International Bank only when
some unusual circumstance, such as a need for non-dollar
currencies, makes an International Bank loan preferable.

It may be thought that this result can be obviated
through a review by the National advisory Council of loan
applications filed with the Export-Import Bank and a d&-
cision in each case as to whether the application is more
appropriate for that bank or for the International Bank.
But in the absence of any defined policy as tn the respec-
tive roles of the Export-mport Bank and International Bank,
there would be no logical basis upon which ad hoc decisions
could be m~ade. In the circumstances, such an irangement
Iwould make the International Bank, in appearance if not in
essence, a mere agency of the United States Government and
would thus run counter to the considerations which impelled
the United States to promnte its establishment. Even apart
from this, it is hard to see how the International Bank could
be effective in dealing with memoer countries whose appli-
cations were reluctantly transferred to it as a result of
ad hoc decisions by the National Advisory Council.

7.

During the last two years, the problem of coordination
has grown even more important. As the International Bank has
acquired more experience in development, it has come to
realize that the project-by-project approach, even when
projects are judged in the light of the general economic
situation of the borrowing country, leaves a good deal to be
desired, Although projects proposed for external financing



may, in relation to the general e conomic situation, appear
to warrant 'a top priority, their rea" significance can be
understood onl in t1e light of the country's other proposed
investments and the resources available to it.-'; For example,
if the projects would be carried out even In the dbsence of
a foreign loan and if the investment program includes other
projects of doubtful economic merit, thi real effect of the
foreign loan may be to release funds for uneconomic ventures.
Or if the country contemplates an investment program that is
beyond the scope of its available resources, external loans
may help to unidermlne the stability of the economy.

Because of considerations of this kind th, International
Bank has, for the past two years, been attempting to move in
the direction of putting its lending on a development program
basis. Tc, that end we have encouraged and assisted member
countries to formulate over-all development programs, that'is
to say, to calculate the resources available for investment,
to determine the sectors of the economy which should have
priority for investment and the relative magnitude of the
investments to be made in each sector over a given period,
and to decide on the supporting economic, financial and
administrative riyeasures which must be taken to avoid in-
flation or otherwise to enable the programs to achieve
their objectives. Ve are convinced that foreign loans
made in furtherance of such development programs can have
an impact far exceeding the amounts involved and are more
constructive in over-all effect than the same amount of
aid granted on a project-by-project basis. Since the
preparation of any investment program involves assumptions
as to the amount of foreign capital that is available, the
Bank is prepared, in cases where economic circumstances
warrant, to indicate to member countries the approximate
rate of lending which the Bank foresees as probable over
a period of a few years. Indications of this kind would
not represent commitments but estimates which the Bank and
the member country could use as a basis for planning.

The International Bank firmly believes that develop-
ment programming is a vital part of the development process
and that its experience with this subject, its working re-
lationships with the Fund, FAO, WHO and other international
and national technical agencies, and its own international
composition and nonpolitical character, specially qualify
it to make a substantial contribution to this work.
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In entering the field of development planning, the
International Bank has had the support and encouragement
of the United States authorities. Nevertheless this step
has complicated the problem of coordination with the Export-
Import Bank, In particular, it has become more important
for the Bank to know, in regard to each country in which it
is prepared to act, whether the development activities of
the United States Government will be consistent with the
International Bank's own program of action. The Inter-
national Bank's efforts would be ineffective, for example,
if while it was insisting on stabilization measures as a
condition to its own loans, development financing should
be granted unconditionally by the United States Government;
or if financing were granted by the United States for pro-
jects that were inconsistent with the investment program
that the International Bank was assisting in working out;
or if loans were granted by United States agencies in such
substantial amounts as to endanger the prospects of repay-
ment of debt contemplated by the Dank's program.

I must emphasize that this is not at all a one-sided
issue. Exactly the same conflicts might arise in a country
like the Philippines, for example, where the United States
proposes to take the leading role in development, if the
International Bank should embark on a lending program in
disregard of the conditions which the United States has
imposed.

Even if inconsistencies of the kind mentioned above
should not actually occur in practice with respect to a
particular country, the problem would nevertheless exist.
If the country were allowed to remain under the impression
that it could shop around for financial aid, it would be
tempted to play one agency ff against the other and post-
pone difficult decisions, eat is needed, therefore, is a
common understanding as to the nature and purpose of de-
velopment, including the broad criteria which are to be
applied in regard to particular countries and the areas of
responsibility of the various interested agencies, and a
mechanism by which differences in the application of these
criteria or in the definition of these areas may be reconciled.

8.

Looking only at the relationships between the Tnter-
national Bank and the Export-Import Bank, the considerations
from the viewpoint of the United States are, as I see them,
relatively clear. On the one hand the United States has
advocated international cooperation through international
organizations in the development field, It promoted the
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establishment of the International Bank and is, I believe,
generally in accord with the scope which the Bank's activi-
ties have assumed and the directions in which its policies
are developing. It believes it appropriate that the risks
of development lending should be internationally underwritten
and desires that funds from private sources and, so far as
feasible, from other advanced nations shall contribute to
development. So far as I am aware, it is not part of the
United States policy to utilize national funds for develop-
ment financing which can be undertaken by the International
Bank,

On the other hand the United States has a distinct
interest in maintaining the existence of the Export-Import
Bank as a lending arm. It does not wish the Export-Import
Bank to be restricted solely to the types of lending for
which it was primarily intended when it was organized.
Export-Import Bank developmental loans may be desired for
countries which are not members of the Bank, for extensions
of projects, such as Volta Redonda in Brazil, where previous
Export-Import Dank credits make it the most appropriate lend-
ing agency, and for certain projects of strategic interest
to the United States which special considerations make in"
appropriate for International Bank financing. In addition,
there may occasionally be circunstances in which particularly
urgent political considerations impel the United States to
make loans which would normally be more appropriate for the
International Bank. I am not aware of any other cases in
which the United States has any interest in making develop-
ment loans itself in a 6ountry in which the International
Bank is prepared to act.

If the foregoing summary of the considerations bearing
on this problem is reasonably correct, I believe that a solu-
tion can be found. If the United States intends to adhere
to and implement its stated policy to regard the International
Dank as the primary public lending agency in the development
field, it should recognize what in my opinion is implicit in
that policy, namely, that the International Bank should nor-
mally be the first resort of member countries seeking develop-
mental loans and therefore that, except in specia circum-
stances, proposals for developmental loans for projects in
member countries of the International Bank should be referred
in the first instance to the International Bank.

This practice has in effect been followed on a number
of occasions, but it has never been recognized, either by
United States agencies or by the member countries, as the
normal procedure. If it were adopted, the International Bank
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would, of course, be under a real responsibility to advise the
United States promptly whether it saw any difficulties in deal-
ing with any loan proposals so referred to it. Such a procedure
would, I am convinced, form the basis of adequate coordination
between the two banks and assure a really effective liaison
between them. It would also, in my opinion, substantially
enhance the impact of their combined contribution to development.

Under the heading of "special circumstances", there would
fall the cases in which xport -Import "NTend ng is recognized
by all concerned as more appropriate than lending by the Inter-
national Bank; for example, extensions of projects which the
Export-Import Bank has financed in the past or projects which
do not fall within the scope of the International Bank's powers.
Those cases would fit easily into the pattern of operations
under such a policy decision as I have suggested above. Pre-
sumably the Export-Import Bank would, as in the past, continue
to inform the International Dank of such proposals at the time
when they were taken up for study. Loans which the United
States, because of exceptionally urgent political interests,
may feel impelled to grant itself would also come within this
category. But it seems clear to me that, if such a case should
arise in regard to a country in which the International Bank
was active or prepared to act, the United States should recognize
a responsibility to inform the International Bank promptly
(except perhaps in unusual cases where security is involved) and
to carry out the transaction in a way which would not impair the
development program which the International Bank was furthering
or the financial basis on which it rested. If that principle
were clearly recognized, I would not anticipate any difficulty
in working out by consultation the details of its application
to the particular special cases which might arise. I should
add that the International Bank would be under a reciprocal
responsibility, if it felt that it could not adequately meet
the legitimate borrowing needs of a particular country, to in-
form the United States and to coordinate its activities in that
country with any financing program the United States might wish
to undertake or even to withdraw from all activities there if
that should be appropriate.

A solution along these lines would allow the Bank to
assume the development role originally contemplated for it and
thus recognize the importance of international administration in
the development lending field, in accordance with the views that
the United States has consistently announced. At the same time
it would provide a clear, understandable and substantial role
for the Export-Import Bank as a national lending arm. I believe
that, with the more effective liaison that would be made possi-
ble and the uncertainty that would be dissipated, the volume of
development loans that would be forthcoming from the two insti-
tutions would be greater, rather than less, than under present
conditions,
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Tot Mr. Martin

From, Mr. Black

1. There is attached a memorandum on the relationship

between this Bank and the Export-Import Bank, supplementing my

memorandum to you of November 13, 1950, on a lending program for

Brazil. This paper was in preparation before the recent critical

events in Korea and therefore does not take account of a military

program on the scale which now appears necessary.

2. 1 have given a good deal of thought to the question

whether I should send you the paper under present circumstances.

I have decided to do so, with this further supplement, for the

reasons summarized below.

3. Until the size of the military program has been deter-

mined and its effect on the economy of the country calculated, it

will hardly be possible to determine the role of the International

Bank or indeed of any other development agency. But unless all

development aid is to stop, it seems to me that the problems I

have raised will require an answer. The problem of international

v. national administration will remain. If the amount of aid is

reduced, proper planning will be more necessary than ever to pro-

duce the maximum benefit to all concerned. This will involve more

coordination among interested agencies, not less.

4. Personally, I feel that even under a thoroughgoing

defense economy, the free world cannot afford to neglect development.
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Offering hope to the people of the backward areas seems to a.

a necessary part of any program designed to preserve peace or

to prevent the advance of totalitarianism and I firmly believe

that the emphasis which the United States has placed on offer,.

ing this hope through international rather than national

agencies is even more vital in a time of crisis than in a time

of relative quiet.

5, Accordingly, I am confident that the International

Bank will have a role to perform even during a period of active

military preparation, Perhaps that role will require a number

of changes in our operations, changes in emphasis and direction.

But in any case I believe that the problem of our relationship

to United States agencies operating in the same field will

remain and I therefore feel that the attached paper warrants

your consideration.
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Tot Mr. Martin

Proms Mr. Black

Although the International Bank has been in exist-

ence for nearly five years, no United States policy has yet

been formulated delineating the fields of operations of

United States development lending agencies in relationship

to the operations of the International Bank* Nor have

representatives of the United States in the Bank proposed

any policy for the Bank to follow in relation to the activi-

ties of United States lending agencies. Statements have

been made from time to time that the United States Government

regards the Bank as the primary lending agency in the develop-

ment field, but these statements have been too vague to form

a basis for our planning or to constitute adequate policy

guidance to United States agencies.

During the early period of our operations, this delay

was entirely understandable. The Bank was an untried experi-

ment, Its staff had not been organized, its credit had not

been established and its policies had not been worked out*

The problem of European reconstruction, which had been thought

to be the Bank t s first task, was assuming dimensions which put



it beyond the scope of the Bank's resources. The Bank had

not yet turned to the field of development, in which the

question of coordination arises particularly,

I believe that the situation is now quite different,

The Bank's credit is established and the principal lines of

its operations have become apparent. It has acquired exper-

ience in the development field and is prepared to make develop*

mental loans in substantial amounts., In planning to do so,

however, it hast on one occasion after the other, been brought

face to face with the fact that it does not know the United

States policy with respect to United States lending agencies

operating in the same field.

II

The United States lending agency primarily concerned

is the Export-Import Bank of Washington, The Export-Import

Bank was originally organized to facilitate exports and imports

between the United States and other countries primarily by

granting credits of relatively short term and commercial

character such as export trade and commodity export credits,

Although there was some expansion of its activities during

the war, particularly in the Western Hemisphere, it did not

enter the field of long-term reconstruction and development

loans on a large scale until the passage of the Export-Import

Bank Act of 1945s At that time and thereafter loans for recon

struction and development assumed increasing importance in its

operations.



During and after the war, the United States had strongly
advocated the administration of foreign ec c aid er
international auspices. The International Bank was organized
to be the primary agency for making developmental loans for
reconstruction and development and was so regarded by the
United States Government. Nevertheless there were unforeseen
delays in its establishment and organization and these delays
quite understandably were the occasion for the expansion of
the Export-Import Bank's activities. The needs were pressing
and the Export-Import Bank loans were of great benefit. They
were frankly undertaken as emergency or interim measures de-
signed to fill the gap in the facilities for providing foreign
dollar credits until the time when the International Bank could
begin operations on a substantial scale# With the years, howv
ever, the long-term lending activities have lost tiefr interim
character, They have become the major part of the Export-Import
Bank's operations and are apparently considered a permanent
function, This has been a gradual evolution, not based, so far
as I am aware, on any policy decision as to the relationships
between the two institutions* In the circumstances, it has led
to uncertainty and lack of coordination in the field which in
my opinion may seriously affect the ability of the Internaticnal
Bank to carry out its own development responsibilities.



The International Bank has been conscious of this

issue for some time. It was recently posed in clear form

in connection with the Bank's future relationship to Brazil,

and in my memorandum to you of November 13, 1950, I outlined

a proposal for a lending program in Brazil which I hoped

would lead to a clear decision on which we could plan for

the future. Although that memorandum deals only with Brazil

(since that was the specific ease under consideration at the

time), it has, in my opinion, broader implications. Fnda.

mentally it involves the problem of how foreign lending may

most effectively contribute to development. A brief review

of our thinking on this broader problem may put my specific

proposal in proper perspective and assist you in your con-

sideration of the general subject.

Aside from the technical analysis of individual projects

(which need not concern us for the purposes of this memorandum),

development lending, as we see it, involves two principal kinds

of activity; first, determination of priorities among the

several fields to which foreigh loans will be devoted and y

second, assessment of the amount of foreign debt which the

borrowing country can bearo, As you know$ we have always be,

lieved that in carrying on both these types of activity it is

not sufficient to look only at the particular project or group

of projects under consideration; the economic priority of the

project and the creditworthiness of the borrowing country



must be judged in terms of the whole economy.

As we have acquired more experience in development

we have come to realise that even this approach leaves a

good deal to be desired, Although projects proposed for

Bank financing may, in relation to the general economic situation,

appear to warrant a top priority, their real significance can

be understood only in the light of the country's other proposed

investments and the resources available to it, For example,

if the projects would be carried out even in the absence of

Bank financing and if the investment program includes other

projects of doubtful economic merit, the real effect of the

Bank's loans may be to release funds for uneconomic ventures.

Or if the country contemplates an investment program that is

beyond the scope of its available resources, the Bank's loans

may help to undermine the stability of the economy,

Because of considerations of this kind the Bank has$

for the past two years, been encouraging its members to formu-

late and carry out overall development programs, This is no

light task, It involves decisions not only as to the sectrs

of the economy which should be given priority for investment

during a given period and as to the relative magnitude of the

investments to be made in each sector, but also as to the

resources available for the purposes of the program and as

to the supporting ecoomic and financial measures which must be

taken to avoid inflation or otherwise enable the program to



contribute to an increase in living standards. The whole

economy, foreign and domestic, must be analyzed and taken

into account. A balance must be struck between stating

general objectives and criteria on the one hand and recm

mending specific action on the other* Execution of such a

program is even more difficult. It is handicapped by the

lack of technical and administrative skills which is usual

of undeveloped countries and by the political issues that

development decisions always involve, And since programs

of this kind at best deal in approximations and must be

frequently adjusted in the light of changing circumstances,

implementation means constant reexamination and reconsideration.

Nevertheless, in spite of all the difficulties, the

Bank is convinced of the importance of the program approach

to development. It believes that even imperfect plans are

better than none and that by making plans member countries

will get more development and better development out of their

available resources, including the Bankts loans* To this end,

it has not only encouraged its member couatries to formulate

and carry out development programst but has endeavored to

assist them in so doing by advice and technical aid of various

kinds. As you know, the Colombian, Guatemalan, Turkish and

Cuban missions are steps in this direction,

The Bank has for some tirne been considering a step

of another kind. It contemplates, in cases where the economic



circumstances permit, making official statements indicating

to member countries the approximate rate of lending which

the Bank foresees as probable over a period of, say, four

or five yeaes, Such a statement would neither be a commito

ment by the Bank nor a ceiling on the amount of loans the

Bank would grant during the period in question. The pro.

posed statement to Brazil outlined in my memorandum of

November 13, 1950, is an example of what is contemplated,

This approach would, I believe, have many advantages,

of which the following are perhaps of most importance,

First, by holding out an inducement and by affording a

definite basis for planning, it would encourage the formula-

tion of sound development programso Second, it would give

the Bank a real voice in the framing and execution of the

programs. Third, it would allow the Bank to condition its

aid on the application of necessary administrative, economic

or financial measures, such as stabilisation programs, (This

aspect is actually under consideration in regard to Chile,

where a joint Bank-Fund approach on stabilization is contem-

plated)* Fourth, it would help governments to obtain necessary

public and political support for their development programs

and for accompanying economic measures by pointing to the

moral and financial support offered by the Bank, Finally,

it would enable the Bank to coordinate its lending activities

readily and effectively with any national programs of economic
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aid that might evolve out of proposals like the Gray

Committee Report or the Colombo Plan.

This would, of course, be a new field for the Bank

and one not entirely without dangers, We expect, therefore,

to proceed cautiously and to employ the program Ieding

approach experimentally in seleeted countries where the

circumstances seem most favorable* At best we do not expect

that it could be applied generally within any short period

of time.

The Bank recognises, of course, that it cannot defer

all financial assistance to a particular member country until

that country has formulated a development program and put it

into effect, That would be an unrealistic position which

the Bank has never taken, It has always been ready, and is

ready, to deal with loans for specific projects in the absence

of an overall development or investment program, particularly

when the projects, on the basis of available information,

appear to be of such basic significance to the country's

economy as to warrant a relatively high priority in any in-

vestment program, Even in these cases, however, the Bank

hopes that its analyses of the effect of particular projects

upon the economic situation will demonstrate to the member

in question the desirability of an overall assessment of its

development needs and resources and will lead in due time to

the formulation of development plans and ultimately to Bank

lending on a program basis*
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The Bank is in a unique position to pisue this

program approach with member countries, It has already

acquired some experience in the field through its eRonomic

missions. It has been able to enlist the cooperation of

the Fund, FAO and other national and international technical

agencies, It has the rosources to reinforce its recommenda"

tions, Its international coposition and nonpolitical

character make it less subject to charges of intervention

than national agencies. With these advantages, I believe

that the Bank should be able to make a substantial contri-

bution to development planning,

IV

While the Bank intends in any event to proceed with

caution in the d4velopment programming field, it can hardly

proesed at all unless it !mows that the policy of the United

States Government in its own lending activities will be such

as to support, rather than conflict with, the Bank's own

plan of action, The Bank's efforts would be ineffective,

for example, if while it was insisting on stabilisation

measures before making loans, loans should be granted un-

conditionally by the Export-Import Bank; or if loans were

granted for projects that were inconsistent with the invest-

ment program that the International Bankwas assisting in

working out; or if loans were granted in such substantial

amounts as to endanger the prospects of repayment of debt
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contemplated by the International Bank's program, Even if

loans of that kind should not actually be granted, the prob-

lem would still exist, If the country in question were

allowed to remain under the impression that it could shop

around for loans on the most favorable terms or on the

least irksome conditions, it would be likely to postpone

the difficult decisions which are usually necessary to

development, The very existence of two public lending agencies

operating in the same field without apparent coordination would

make it difficult for the Bank to speak with the authority

necessary to put over its program.

It was for reasons of this kind that I stated in my

earlier memorandum that if the Bank was to embark on the type

of lending program there contemplated, and to pursue it

vigorously, it needed assurances as to the United States

Government's lending policies. But Brasil is by no means

the only case of the kind. We will undoubtedly encounter

similar problems in Colombia, Chile, Yugoslavia and other

countries where the Bank is prepared to act on a substantial

scale, In Mexico, where the Export-Import Bank has already

granted a $150,000,000 credit, we feel that for the present

the International Bank cannot undertake any substantial lond-

ing activities. We are reluctant to embark on a sizeable

program in any country to which similar credits may be granted

at any time without consultation with us or coordination with

our own proposed activities.



I do not believe that private inrestment gives re

to the same kind of probl.in. Whether we lik it or not,

private investment in the undoreveloped countries is not

likely to assume substantial proportion in the near futurw

(except for projects in tho extractive industries vhich awe

directly selftliquidating in toreign exehazgo) and private

londrsw in particular are unwilling in present coonitions to

assume thw risks inherent in the field,, Aordingly*%pri-

vat* investments are not 31kely to endwnger the creditworthi-w

jas of' the International Bankfs borrmmers. ften if thero

wwee a weal iesk of this k ,nd# it would be one which the Bank

should assu* in view of its clar duty to promote privato

inmmstmont,

Xn faet the danger sooms to lie in quit* another

direetion, The Dwik has had substantial reason to believe

that, on the one hand, the lack of oordination between its

aotivities and those of the Export"Import Bank has tended

to dis.ourage potential private investors and, on the other

hand, that a sound development program under the International

Bank's auspices will tend to oncourag* them. Private interests

havo frequently told ne of their confusion and doubt in the

faee of the uneertainty arising from apparent inconsistenies

between our program and that of the Uxport*Import Bank.
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I believe that a solution to thos* proble is not

diffieult to find if tho UnitedStates is prepared to recog-

Aiss the International Bank as the primary lending agency in

the development field, The United Sttes has stajwd that

such reognition is its national policy, but the implications

for the relationship between the tW banks have not beeA

spelled out. What that reeognition implies, in my opiniong

is that in the norI course projeets or proposals tow d*

velopest lonsto the Internatimal Banks memb2r countrios

should not be onsidered by the Exportmport Bank until tho

International Bwk has had an opportunity to consider then.

A lear dcision to this *feat by the Natinal Advisory

Counci vAuld solve this problwm It such a deeision wore

*ad*., and tonsistently maintained tovard tho International

Bank's member countries, I am convincod that a reallyv offee-

tive liaison culd be established beteen the tw banks hich

has not been possible in the absews of any declared Mdito

States policy In the tiel4) and that the effeetiveness of

their oombinwd contribution to developwent would be greatly

Ther are, of course, as vy earlier orandmsreeogf

nixed* smral kinds of sess in whiah, even under such a

program as we ontemplate for Brazil, lending by the Exportf

Import Bank might be more approp-riatethan lending by the
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International Bank; for example, oases of projects which the

Export-Import Bank has financed in the past or which do not

*ome within the scope of the International Bank's powers*

These cases would fit easily into the pattern of operations

under such a policy decision as I have suggested above. More*

over, the International Bank realizes that from time to time

the United States, because of special political or strategic

interests, may feel that it should itself grant a loan where

the Interonal Bank is not prepared to act or een, in

ertain circumstances, where it is prepared, It seems ob"

vious to me that when such a case arises, the United StAtes

awt recognise the responsibility of carrying out the trans.

action in a way which will not impair the the developent

program which the International Bak is furthering or the

financal basis on which it rests. If that principle vere

clearly recognised, I would not anticipate any difficulty

in working out by consultation the details of its application

to particulaw cases,

A solution along those lines would allow the Bank to

assume the development role originally contemplated for it

a thus recognize tho importanco of international adminisw

tration in the development lending field in accordanse with

the views the United States has consistently announed. I

must emphasine that the issue inmolved is not one of oompo-

tition between the International Bnk and the Export-Uport



Bank or of the comparative merits of the loans made by tho

tvo institutionso Fundamentally the problem Is one of *o.,

ordination, whether the United States Is prepared to allow

the International ak to a stse leadership in assisting the

formx ation " execution of sound development program and

vhethor that policy will be reflected in the aetivities of

United States lending agencies* I should appreelato your

presenting the matter to the National Adviso%7 C*=n*ll In

that 319h4y
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